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ABSTRACT

A new algorithm has been developed to achieve the separation of desired speech
from interfering speech reverberating in a room. The algorithm is developed by view-
ing this problem as a two-data channel adaptive noise cancellation problem.

Using a least squares error criteria in the adaptive noise canceler approach leads
to classical system identification problem. The solution estimates the room reverberant
system and restores the desired speech by filtering the interfering speech with the
estimated filter. The system identification problem is a well-known research field; how-
ever, this thesis project is characterized by two major features. One is the fact that it
deals with a system involving a large number ( more than 1000 ) of parameters to be
estimated. The other is that it handles non-stationary speech data signals, rather than
just stationary noise signal.

Of the many available techniques for system identification, a spectral analysis esti-
mation method is best suited to this particular problem by virtue of its efficient com-
putation, using the FFT, and the flexibility for applying it to any type of room.

The proposed new algorithm is a spectral analysis estimation method, a modified
technique for dealing with non-stationary speech signal. The Maximum Likelihood esti-
mation technique directly derives this new algorithm by assuming a Gaussian colored
noise for the desired speech, and by allowing the colored noise power spectral density
to change frame by frame. The filtering process is realized by the overlap-save method.

The algorithm uses finite length frames and is implemented in a recursive fashion,
providing the capability of real-time processing and adaptability to possible changes of
the room acoustic environment. In each frame, the filter estimate is updated on a
frequency-by-frequency basis.

The algorithm was implemented in a computer software program. Experiments
using synthetic speech data were performed with two different types of room transfer
functions, a 32 point delayed delta function, and a 1024 point room response experi-
mentally measured in a room. The algorithm achieved above 20 DB signal-to-noise
ratio in the output speech, when original speech signals with three different signal-to-
noise ratio ( 6 DB, 0 DB, -12 DB ) were input into the algorithm. For actually recorded
speech data, however, the result is too obscure to present in this thesis. More work
needs to be done for this case.

Thesis Supervisor: Bruce R. Musicus

Title: Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1 Motivation

The objective of speech enhancement is ultimately to improve the intelligibility of

the desired speech or to separate the desired speech from interfering signals, such as noise,

other speech, or echoes.

The need for separating a desired signal from an interfering signal is often encoun-

tered in the real world. One example is the problem of jet fighter cockpit noise cancella-

tion. LSI technology has allowed the use of digital communication systems in a variety of

equipment. Digital narrow-band vocoders are sometimes used when the application can

tolerate the quality of the synthesized speech. However the presence of high levels of

acoustic noise in the speech signal will degrade the quality of the resynthesized speech.

This is the case with the fighter cockpit problem. A pilot voice transmitted over the com-

munication line is seriously affected by the ambient noise created by engines or the vibra-

tion of the cockpit itself.

Another example is a broadcast news room problem. When a news anchor man is on

the air in a broadcast studio, studio engineers running the broadcast often transmit to the

news anchor man specific cues or messages to inform him of what is to be done next. If

these messages are sent out over an audio monitor placed near the news anchor man, the

microphone into which the newscaster speaks would also pick up the messages played out

by the audio monitor. It would then be necessary to subtract out the monitor signal

together with any acoustic reflections from the microphone signal.

This thesis will concentrate on seeking a practical and effective algorithm for cancel-

ing interfering speech in a real broadcast room environment.
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1.2. Background

Generally, there are two approaches differing in the number of available observation

signals for the problem solution. One approach is the one-data channel method. It utilizes

only a single signal, which combines the desired speech and the interfering speech. The

other approach is the two-data channel method, which primarily employs an adaptive noise

canceling scheme.2

Several research papers have been written about the one-data channel method.

Unfortunately they have only marginally succeeded in reducing the interfering speech.

U.C. Shields3 dealt with two added speech signals. He exploited the difference in the fun-

damental frequencies, or pitch periods between the interfering speech signal and desired

speech signal to selectively eliminate the interfering speech from the microphone signal,

using a comb filter. This method offers the acceptable noise reduction, unless there is

unvoiced speech in it. Because his method is based on the fundamental frequency

identification for two signals the method fails in unvoiced sections, which do not contain

the fundamental frequency structure.

Other work has been done by Parsons.4 Parsons made use of a short time Fourier

transform of windowed speech to select the harmonics of the desired voice. He identifies

the peaks of the two speech signals and somehow assigns those peaks to each speaker.

After leaving out undesired speech peaks, inverse short time Fourier transforming pro-

duces only the desired speech.

Steven Boll 5 performed spectral subtraction method. He first estimates the power

spectrum of the background noise during intervals when the desired speech is not present.

Then that estimate was subtracted from the spectrum of the noisy speech. It assumes the

stationary signal for the noise. It fails when the noise is speech, because of that
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stationary-assumption,

The two-data channel method has often achieved better performance. If additional

information about only the interfering speech can be monitored at the second sensor, it is

preferable to use the two-data channel method

That second sensor is often called the reference signal. If the reference signal con-

tains only a correlated version of the noise in the primary speech and moreover if the

relation between these two can be approximated by a linear transfer function, then the

two channel noise canceler scheme leads to an estimation of the transfer function. The

estimation is performed by calculating the transfer function which minimizes the mean

square error of the primary speech and the filtered version of the reference speech. After

estimation, the desired signal is restored by subtracting the version of the reference signal

filtered with that estimated filter, from the primary signal.

S. F. Boll 6 has done some work with the two channel adaptive noise cancellation

scheme, using 1500 taps LMS method for the filter estimation. He attempts to put two

microphones in the difference places in a room so that only one microphone collects the

desired signal and the interfering signal, whereas the other microphone obtains the only

interfering signal. He achieves -20 DB noise reduction in the output signal, when the

interfering noise signal is so large that it masks the desired speech in the primary com-

pletely.

More related work with this thesis has been done by M. Paulik,'7 also using two chan-

nel data method in the broadcasting room problem. The desired signal degraded by the

reverberant interfering signal would be put into one channel, on the other hand only the

interfering signal would be fed to the other. Although his work was restricted to exploring

the theoretical feasibility of the adaptive noise cancellation approach based on modeling
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the room reverberant impulse response with a 21 tap filter with known coefficients, his

results suggest that the approach may be quite practicaL He examined three finite length

filter techniques, such as the covariance method, LMS method (Least Mean Squares) and

autocorrelation method. He utilized his own method to find the speech section where the

desired speech is substantially small, and at the same time the reference speech is dom-

inant in the primary. He then constructed good estimates by using that frame's data.

He achieved more than 40 DB SNR in the output after 5 sec when the algorithm

starts with -7 DB SNR primary speech in the covariance method. Also it achieves 40 DB

SNR in the output after about 5 sec when it starts with for the 10 DB SNR primary

speech in the same method.

1.. The scope of the thesis

The aim of this thesis is to expand the two-data channel adaptive noise canceler

scheme to a general type of room transfer function in the broadcast room problem. It then

leads to the issue of transfer function estimation technique. The most crucial features in

the problem are a (i) long impulse response of the system (more than 0.1 sec) and (ii) the

data is non-stationary speech. When the interesting frequency range is from 100 Hz to 5000

Hz, the sampling frequency is chosen as 10 KHz. The 0.1 sec long impulse response

requires the estimation of more than 1000 sample points in a time domain. Our purpose is

to establish and present a new algorithm, fast enough for real-time processing implementa-

tion, sufficiently robust for restoration of the desired speech with a broadcasting quality,

and universal enough to apply to any kind of room environment. In chapter 2, we will

define this problem precisely and clarify the importance and features of the problem.

The adaptive cancellation scheme leads to the well-known typical problem of the

linear transfer function identification. The estimation process for such a long room
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reverberation impulse response with more than 1000 points usually requires extraordinarily

large amounts of the computation and higherly robust computation. Also the non-

stationarity of the signal makes the problem much more difficult. Thus we will study pos-

sible techniques to deal with such a large number of estimates in chapter 3. The spectral

analysis method, the pole-zero technique, and the finite length response technique (FIR)

will be discussed as a candidate. Both advantages and disadvantages of each candidate will

be compared and finally the most suitable method will be determined. The spectral

analysis estimation method is selected because it can deal with a large numbers of esti-

mates by using the FFT.

In chapter 4, the spectral analysis technique will be intensively discussed from the

theoretical point of view. Although techniques are well-known for the stationary stochas-

tic input signal case, the methods for the non-stationary input signal case are still poor.

We will discuss two methods for non-stationary cases. The first one is the average of the

transfer function estimate over frames (ATFE), the other is the method of averaging the

weighted spectrum with the value of the reciprocal of the desired speech power spectrum

estimate (AWSE). The first method will prove to be a poor estimation method, due to the

high variance of the filter estimate. The second method will be found useful, this method

uses a model with a Gaussian colored noise assumption for the desired speech, allowing

the colored noise power spectral density to change frame by frame. This modeling is rea-

sonable for the speech signal, even though it is not perfect.

In chapter 5, the performance of the second method will be examined by both syn-

thetic speech data and actually recorded speech data in a room. The methodology of

measuring a room impulse response will be given. In the synthetic speech data case, two

kinds of room system functions are used. One is a mere 32 point delay delta function, the

other is a 1024 point long impulse response actually measured in a room.
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For the synthetic data cases, the proposed algorithms attain 20 DB signal-to-noise

ratio in the output speech. It is not perfect, but acceptable. The subjective listening test

shows that the interfering speech is considerably reduced at the end of the 14 sec perfor-

mance.

For the actually recorded speech data case, however, the result is too obscure to clar-

ify the performance of the algorithm. We suspect that the non-essential issues such as

program bugs or the mistakes in the recording procedure caused these unexpected results.
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Chapter 2 The goals of the project

2.1. The problem statement

This thesis project is concerned with the separation of two acoustically added speech

signals, particularly the restoration of one desired speech signal additively degraded by

other speech in a broadcasting news studio. Fig 2.1 illustrates this problem. A news anchor

man speaks into a microphone on the air in a studio, whose voice is denoted as s(n), while

an audio loud speaker placed some distance away from the microphone reproduces a stu-

dio engineer's voice, expressed as x(n), in the studio room. Therefore, the latter voice is

also collected in the microphone, forming an interfering signal to the desired newscaster

signal. The electrical signal drives the audio loudspeaker ( possibly with some distortion ),

then the acoustic waves propagate through the air to the microphone by a direct path as

well as by indirect paths, reflecting many times off the studio walls, furniture and occu-

pants. Due to the approximate linearity of acoustic propagation and reflection, this rever-

berant process can be represented as a linear system characterized by a system impulse

response h(n). The signal at microphone y(n) is thus formed from the reverberated

loudspeaker signal, g (n)= x (n)* h (n), plus the newscaster's voice, s (n);

y(n)= s(n)+g(n) = s(n)+x(n) * h(n) (2.1.1)

The question is how to subtract the interfering version signal x (n)* h (n) from the

microphone signal y (n) so as to restore and broadcast the newscaster's voice s (n) by

knowing only x(n ) and y (n) , but not knowing h (n). ( Note that x (n) is available because

the engineer's voice is monitored so that it may be sent out from the loud speaker.)

One effective solution is offered by the two-channel noise cancellation scheme advo-

cated by Widrow.1 The scheme obtains two inputs, the reference signal x (n ), and the pri-

mary signal y (n ) which consists of the desired signal additively degraded from the
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x (n )

Interfering signal

z (n)

y ("n

gj (n )

Fig 2.1 The broadcast room problem

reference signal. It also sets up an another filter h 1 (n) driven by the interfering signal

x(n), then estimates and adjusts the filter so that the output of the filter gf (n) may give a

"good" approximation to y(n). Moreover it subtracts the filter output gf (n) from the

other input y(n) to produce the canceler output z(n). Since the output of the canceler is

expressed in the form of

(212)

where

y(n) = s(n)+x(n) * h(n)

gc (n) = x(n) * h (n)

combining the above equations leads to

(213)

(2.14)

Room accoustic
reverberation s (n )

system
h (n)

Adaptive filter

hf (n )
so

z(n ) = y (n)-gf (n )
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z(n) = s(n)+x(n) * (h(n)-h1 (n)) (2.1.5)

Intuitively, if h1 (n) can be adjusted to match h(n) exactly, then the output of the can-

celer z(n) would be the desired signal s(n). This adjustment would be achieved in an

elegant fashion by minimizing the least squares energy in z(n) with respect to all possible

filters hf (n)'s. That is,

mm (n) <- mi (n)-hf (n) * x(n)r (2.16)
h. (n) .

offers an optimal estimate of the room reverberant system h1 (n). By doing this, the

adjusted filter If (n) would hopefully correspond to a good estimate for the room rever-

berant system h(n). Consequently, the output of the canceler - the remainder after sub-

tracting the filter output x(n) * If (n) from y(n) would be a good estimate of desired sig-

nal s(n).

Thus the noise cancellation approach leads to two major steps to follow for solving

the acoustic separation problem. One is to estimate the room transfer function h (n). The

second is to filter the interfering speech x(n) with the estimated 1(n) and then to subtract

the filter output x (n )*4i(n) from the microphone signal y (n).

The first issue, estimating the room transfer function h (n) is in the field of

identification of the transfer function. We will discuss several promising techniques for

modeling which differ in how the transfer function is parameterized and how the

estimated parameters are estimated. These methods include the spectral analysis tech-

nique, pole-zero modeling, and several finite impulse response (FIR) techniques.

The second computational issue is how to efficiently convolve the input x(n) through

the estimated h (n) to cancel the loudspeaker interference. Several alternatives considered

include discrete Fourier transform methods (overlap-add and overlap-save) or direct con-

volution of the filter and the input signal. Which method is most efficient usually depends
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on which estimation technique is used for transfer function estimation. For instance, if

the short-time spectral analysis technique is used for the estimation process, then the filter

is estimated in the frequency domain, and it is natural to use FFT based filtering algo-

rithms such as the overlap add or the overlap save methods. Polo-zero modeling as well as

FIR modeling estimates the filter transfer function in the time domain, and therefore

direct time domain convolution for implementing the filter will be more efficient.

The superiority of one technique over another in terms of performance will depend

on the particular application. Critical aspects of the algorithm include its speed and accu-

racy. Behavior of the algorithm may be changed drastically by the characteristics of the

signals which the problem deals with, and the characteristics of the transfer function such

as the length of the impulse response.

In the broadcast room problem, important characteristics of the algorithm are

[1] Capability of canceling the interfering speech in real-time. The noise canceler should

utilize a fast algorithm for canceling the interference so as to broadcast the restored

newscaster's speech more or less immediately. It means the algorithm should be sim-

ple enough to process the data fast.

[2] Broadcast quality performance in canceling the interfering loudspeaker signal. This

requires the algorithm to estimate h(n) as accurately as possible. It should not only

remove as much of the interfering speech as possible, but should also restore the

newscaster's speech free of the artifacts which are often present in processed speech.

[3] Applicability to any type of room environment. No matter how different the size or

shape the room would have, no matter what kind of the broadcasting equipment is

used, the algorithm should work.
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[4] Fast adaptation to a changing room response (transfer function) due to moderate

changes in the microphone and the monitor speaker locations, as well as changes in

the positions of people and other reflecting objects in the room. The algorithm

should apply an adaptive scheme which watches possible changes of the h (n) and

adapts itself to these changes.

The type of signals this broadcast room problem deals with is speech. The ordinary

estimation literature has often dealt with much easier cases such as white noise or color

noise. A speech signal, a non-stationary signal, is a most complicated object to cope with.

Consequently the algorithm will more likely require special techniques besides those

developed for white noise, or color noise cases.

The characteristics of the actual transfer function may offer important and useful

insights into the solution of the problem, because the performance of different estimation

techniques may drastically vary depending on those characteristics of the actual transfer

function. To choose appropriate techniques for this problem, it is essential to investigate

their characteristics and to derive the insights into which technique is appropriate.

To examine a real room reverberant impulse response may provide some insight into

what would be a suitable technique to solve the broadcast room problem. The measure-

ment of the room impulse response shows a long time duration of the response. It may

vary from 0.1 sec to 0.5 sec, dependent on a variety of room environments. If h (n) is

modeled as an FIR filter, then at a 10 KHz sampling rate, it would be necessary to estimate

the 1000-5000 coefficients of h (n). Such a large number of estimates requires an algorithm

to perform the tremendous amount of computation. Although the techniques of transfer

function estimation are a well-known subject, this requirement of the large number of esti-

mates forces us to consider a practical technique for the problem. Another feature is that
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because of the separation of the loudspeaker and the microphone, the function h (n) is

zero for the amount of time corresponding to the delay for the acoustic signal to pro-

pagate by the direct path from the loud speaker to the microphone. This may change

from 0 sec to 0.1 sec in different rooms. Estimating the response h (n) during this time

would waste computation since it would only end up setting up to the first 1000 points of

h (n ) to zero. A better idea might be to adaptively estimate the delay of the direct path,

and set hf (n) to zero during this interval.
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Chapter 3 Theoretical Background

3.1. Introduction

In this chapter some theoretical background related with the thesis project is

developed. The adaptive noise cancellation scheme is described first. Then the discussion

on the system identification problem is followed. Several estimation techniques to identify

the system function are introduced, such as the spectral analysis method (the Fourier

transform of the system function), pole-zero modeling, and finite impulse response ( FIR )

techniques. Advantages and disadvantages of each technique are discussed and the

appropriate technique is selected for the broadcasting problem by examining the suitability

of each technique in terms of the required specifications in the problem.

3.2. The adaptive noise canceling principles ( The two-channel noise canceler)

We consider the following two-channel adaptive noise cancellation scheme illustrated

in Fig 3.1. Assume that the signal source s and the interfering signal n are uncorrelated ,

zero mean, and statistically stationary. (Note that this assumption in not valid for speech.)

Let nI be the interfering signal, and let no be another signal which is correlated in some

unknown way with the noise n 1. In the newscaster's problem, n0 is the convolution of n1

with a loudspeaker and a room reverberant impulse response h, which is unknown , and

may be changing with time.

The signal s is transmitted over a channel to a sensor that also receives the interfer-

ing signal no. The combined signal s+nO forms the primary input to the canceler. A

second sensor receives the interfering signal n1. This sensor provides the reference signal

to the canceler.
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The interfering signal n, is filtered to produced an output g that is as close as possible

to no in some "good" sense. This output is then subtracted from the primary input s +no to

produce the system output z = s +n0-g, which is hopefully the restored version of the sig-

nal s.

s

Signal
source

Noise
source

+ y

n 

0

0 + 
A

x =n,

Reference
signal

Primary
=s +n o signal

daptive

hW
5 Fiteu

outpm

z
Error

igal

Fig 3.1

The block diagram of the adaptive noise canceler

Adaptive noise canceling schemes often use the least squares error criteria to choose

a "good" match between the primary signal y and the filter output g.

min E [(y -g) 2

The output error z is

z = (s+no)-g (3.2.1)

Squaring, one obtains

z=s2 2+(no-g )2+2s (n 0 -g) (3.2.2)

Taking the expectation of both sides of (3.2.2) and taking into account that s is
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uncorrelated with no and g,

E[z2] = E[s2]+E[(no-g)2]+2E[s(nO-g)]

= E[s2}+E[(no-g)2] (3.2.3)

Since the signal power E[s2] is independent of the filter adjustment, optimizing the filter to

minimize E[z2] is equivalent to minimizing E[(no -g)21 Thus the optimal filter output is

the best least squares estimate of no.

In particular, in the newscaster problem, the reference signal is

n, = x, (32.4)

the interfering signal in the primary signal is

no =h *x, (3.2.5)

and the primary signal is

y = s+h x. (3.2.6)

: convolution operator

where h is the impulse response of the room including the reverberant effect. Since the

adaptive filter output g is

g = hadpf * X (32.7)

minimizing E[(n 0-g )2] is equivalent to

min E [(n O-g )2] = E [(h * x -ha * x )2]

= E[((h -had ) * x) 2] (3.2.8)

Consequently, if the adaptive filter had, exactly matches the actual room reverberant

impulse response h, then the interfering signal is perfectly canceled Thus minimizing the

expected energy in z with respect to ha

4ap <- min E[Iy -ha, * x 12] (3.2.9)

where E is the ensemble average, yields the optimal filter hg, = h.
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This minimization problem can also be applied to more general system identification

problems, where x(n), y(n) are not necessarily stationary stochastic signals. The system

function h(n) is to be estimated from the observation signals x(n) and y(n), and the resi-

due sequence s(n) is to be found. The literature of system identification provides several

practical methods for solving the underlying problem. Which method is the most

appropriate for solving the problem is dependent on the details of the application, such as

what additional information about h(n) is available, or what kind of input signals are

present.

3.3. System identification

System identification is one of the most important areas in engineering and economics

because of its wide applicability. A great deal of research efforts has focused on studying

the properties of a wide variety of algorithms for performing system identification. Conse-

quently system identification techniques are generally well known and understood for a

wide variety of applications. 1

In this section several promising techniques will be studied for use of the estimation

of the room transfer function. Fig 3.2 shows a conventional system identification model.

This is exactly equivalent to the problem statements in the preceding section, where h(n)

is a room transfer function; x(n) is the interfering speech, s(n) is the desired speech (the

newscaster's voice) to be estimated and y(n) is the microphone signal. Our problem is to

estimate h (n), then to estimate s (n) from x(n) and y (n).

The system output ( microphone signal ) can be written in the form;

y(n) = x(n)* h(n) + s(n)
M-1

= jh(m)x(n-m)+s(n) (3.3.1)
M==0

To solve for h(n), we will minimize the least squares error signal y(n) - x(n)*h(n).
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x (n) h (n ) + y (n

s (n)

Fig 3.2

The block diagram of the conventional
system Identification problem.

That is,

1(n)<-min y (n) - h (n)* x(n)12 (3.3.2)

This is the objective function minimized by the two-channel noise canceler.

We assume that the system function h(n) can be effectively modeled with a finite,

although long, impulse response of length M.

The input signals which arise in the original broadcast room problem have the follow-

ing properties:

[1] Both x (n) and s (n) are band-limited speech signals. They are not stationary, and have

large variations in signal energy for the long period of time.

[2] The system function h (n) is generally time-varying.

[3] The duration of the impulse response, M, is generally unknown and could be rela-
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tively long. (A few thousand points)

We will look over three fundamentally different system identification methods. These

include the spectral analysis method, the pole-zero model method, and the finite impulse

response technique (FIR). The spectral analysis method attempts to identify the linear sys-

tem from short-time spectral information. Such a method potentially has the capability of

estimating systems with long impulse responses, without the need for recursive matrix

inversions, when the analysis is implemented using FFT.

The pole-zero modeling allows the impulse response to be infinitely long, because the

model has poles. Although pole-zero modeling methods have not been well studied mostly

due to the need for solving non-linear equations, the number of the parameters to be

estimated in the system function is relatively small, leading to a possibly simpler and more

robust procedure.

The finite impulse response technique (FIR) is a method for estimating impulse

responses which are relatively short. The covariance method is one FIR technique, utiliz-

ing efficient recursion methods to solve a least squares minimization problem exactly.

Methods similar to this have found wide use in speech processing 2 The Least Mean

Squares (LMS) adaptive algorithm is another FIR method. It takes a sample-by-sample

adaptive approach for recursively updating linear system estimates. It is especially useful

for efficiently estimating linear , slowly time-varying systems of long impulse responses (up

to 500).

3.4. The spectral analysis technique ( Fourier transform technique)

One estimation method for the transfer function is based on spectral analysis. An

estimate of the filter transfer function H (w) is derived from the optimal solution to the

minimization problem in the two-channel noise cancellation. Since we will deal with a
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non-stationary signal in later chapters, here we just concentrate on the case where

x(n),y(n) are stationary stochastic signals for the simplicity of the argument. The least

squares estimates of the filter is given as the function which minimizes the least squares

error of

Err = E[j(n)-h(n) * x(n)12] (3.4.1)

Here E is the ensemble average. If we assume the signals x(n) and y(n) are ergodic, then

we can take an average of Err over N different values of n,

Err = E [ (nY)-h(n) * x(n)2 (3.42)

Approximating N as infinite and applying Parseval's theorem, Err' will be

Err = E[-Lfk ()-H (w)X (w) d w (3.43)

Taking the derivatives with respect to both the real part and the imaginary of H(W), and

setting these derivatives to zero, gives the optimal filter H1(w)

E -X (w)Y (W)

11 1e = X W (3.4.4)

E -X*(WX(W) S W

where S. (w) is the auto power spectral density of x (n), and S,, (w) is the cross spectral

density of x (n ) and y (n ).

Unfortunately, in practice we do not know these power spectral densities in advance,

and we must estimate them from observations of x(n) and y(n). Traditional power spec-

tral density estimation in the stochastic literature includes several methods for estimating

the power or cross spectral density from an available data segment. One common method

is the periodogram. Although there are various versions of the periodogram, a basic out-

line is given here. Suppose that K frames of a data sequence with L points in each frame
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are available. Then using an N point DFT for the Fourier transform of each L point

sequence ( L SN ), (3.4.4) would be expressed in terms of periodograms P., (W), P. (W) as

- z.7(k )
.4 (k )= A (3.45)

P=(k )

where

P.,(k) = ,1X*(k)Yi(k) (3.4.6)
J=1

P=(k) = Xi*(k)Xi(k) (3.4.7)
i=1

IV -1 - j 2,rk nX1(k) = x (n )exp( N (3.4.)

M=1N-i fg
Y,(k ) = 3 y1(n )exp( j2TN i) (3.4.9)

xi(n) = x(n )w,(iL -n) (3.4.10)

yi(n) = y(n)w,(iL-n) (3.4.11)

I Osn:sL -1
W,(n) = 0 n<0 , n L (3.4.12)

In these equations, the power spectrum density estimate is formed by taking the DFT

of the available segments of data, multipling by the complex conjugate of the DFT X *(k),

and then averaging over many segments.3, 4

The actual processing of input data x(n) and y(n) is achieved in the overlap-save

method as follows. Assume that the length of the true filter is M. After N ( ; L+M-1 )

point DFT of i th frame L point inputs xj(n) and yi(n) are calculated, denoted as X,(k)

and Y,(k ) respectively, The output of the filter H (k ) with the input signal X,(k ) is denoted

as G(k ) in the form of

G,(k) = X(k)H(k) (3.4.13)

then take the inverse N point DFT of G,(k),

I N-1 )ep _2,k n
g 1(n) N - G,2(k N (3.414)

k=1
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Although the outcome g, (n) is L+M-1 point long, the first and last M-1 points are contam-

inated by the time aliasing. Then the middle points from n =M -1 to n =L -1 are subtracted

from y (n), the residue is the estimated desired speech i5 (n). The window for sectioning

input data is shifted by L-M+1 points, the next frame (i+1 th) input data are read and same

procedure is taken to obtain another L-M+1 point si+1(n).

One main advantage of the periodogram approach is the computational efficiency if

the FFT is used in the periodogram. The number of multiplications required to estimate

h(n) is 3Nlog 2Nfor each frame. Here N is the FFT buffer size.( sample points ) Another

advantage is the applicability to whatever the room reverberant system function would be,

if it is assumed to be smooth in the frequency domain.

An essential problem in the estimate (3.4.5) is that the estimate H)(k) is never the

exact value of the true filter, even if it might be close. One major reason is the end effect

of the finite length window on each frame data. This end effect shows up in a variety of

fashions. Time aliasing in multiplication or division of two DFT is one phenomenon.

Another major reason is a smearing effect of the window due to the sideslobe leakage.

Large sideslobe height in the frequency response of the window causes degradation in the

filter estimate at these sideslobe frequencies.

The need for the average of power spectra over multiple frames is claimed in the fol-

lowing way. If power spectra from only one frame, say the i th frame, are used for obtain-

ing H (k ) in the form of

1
X*(k)Yi(k) Y(k)

H -(k)) = - Xi(k) (3.4.15)
-X* g(k )X g(k ) X(

N

The filter output G, (k) is

Gl(k) = X,(k)Ji(k) = Yi(k) (3.4.16)
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gi(n) = y;(n) (3.4.17)

then the output of the noise canceler (k) is

S;(n) = y;(n)-g;(n) = y(n)-yi(n) = 0 (3.4.18)

Undesirabily, the desired speech estimate s(n) becomes zero, although the true desired

speech should be present. The problem is that L points data were used in one Fourier

transform culculation, but not averaged.

Finally, a notable point is that the periodogram estimation is also interpreted from

the system modeling point of view as an attempt to perform a least squares fit of the avail-

able time data to a harmonic model, namely discrete Fourier series, extrapolating outside

of the available time data by a periodic sequence.

3.5. Pole-zero modeling method

Assume that a room is exactly rectangular without any furniture in it, and that the

reflection coefficients of the walls are independent of angle. Also we suppose that an

omnidirectional loudspeaker and microphone are used. Then the response of the room

reverberation could be accurately modeled by a total of fifteen parameters consisting of

three room size parameters, six location parameters for the microphone and the

loudspeaker, and six reflection coefficients of six walls.5 Because this model is unwieldy,

and the parameters are hard to estimate, we might try to approximate the true room

response by a pole-zero model with M zeros and N poles,

M-1 -

H(z) = (3.5.1)

X ak Z~k
k=O

Major motivations for the current interest in the modeling approach to the problem

are
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[1] The number of the parameters to be estimated is less than that in the periodo-

gram or the FIR technique.

The drawbacks to which attention should be paid are

[1] The performance of the modeling will fully depend on how well it can match

the actual room response, which in tern depends on the model order.

[2] The determination of the order of poles and zeros is usually difficult.

[3] Since equations to be solved for determining the values of parameters are non-

linear, estimating the parameters is computationally intensive, compared with

solving linear equations for an FIR filter model.6 Furthermore the convergence

properties of most pole-zero algorithms and their robustness are not guaranteed.

3.6. FIR Filter Technique ( zero modeling method )

The finite length filter approach is one of the most straightforward representa-

tions for a room reverberant system, since it is intended for estimating the impulse

response of the room in the time domain. This approach leads to linear equations for

the impulse response samples as follows.

Suppose that an impulse response is represented as an M point finite length

filterthen equation (3.2.9) leads to

h(n) <- mi X(y(n )- X h(k)x(n -k)) (3.6.1)
h(M) a J=

The projection theorem for least squares approximation tells us that the minimum

least squares error is obtained when the error is orthogonal to the data set x(n), i.e.,

when

M -1
[[(y (n )- h (k )x(n-k ))x(n -j)] = 0 (3.6.2)

S I k=0
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Now r.(k,j) = j[x(n-k)x(n--j)] and r.,(j) = j[y(n)x(n-j). Then the equations

to solve in terms of h (n ) for n=0,1.M-1. are

M-1
I h(k)r,(k,j) = r.,,(j) j=0,1, .. ., M-1 (3.6.3)

k=O

A variety of algorithms are offered for estimating the r,. and r,, from finite data,

and for solving the resulting equations.7

The covariance method is a well-known technique for estimating the r, and r,,

from a block of data x,(n), yi(n) ( i is a block number for the data ), Straightforward

Gaussian elimination method requires O(M3) multiplications and O(M2) storages.

The auto correlation method is another method. The Levinson's recursion is famous

for efficient recursive algorithm for the resultant matrix equation in the auto correla-

tion method It requires O(M2) multiplications, and O(M) storages. Unfortunately,

model orders of M = 1000 or more are necessary to properly estimate the filter in

the broadcast problem. This means that enormous sets of equations must be solved,

leading to potentially large numerical errors and huge computation times. These

observations imply that the covariance technique may hardly satisfy either the real-

time processing requirement or the robustness requirement in the newscaster's prob-

lem.

However, an advantage is that if an algorithm could be found that could solve

these equations fast and robustly, even for model orders as high as M=1000, then an

exact solution for the least squares estimate h(n) could be obtained by the covari-

ance method. This is because unlike the periodogram technique, this method does not

use windowing, and therefore avoids introducing bias into the estimates.

Another common method for FIR filter technique is the Least Mean Squares
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(LMS) technique. It is an iterative, minimum-seeking method for determining the

least squares solution. It recursively estimates the filter on a sample-by-sample basis,

rather than on a block-by-block basis like the covariance method or the auto correla-

tion method.

Denote the L point observation error criteria as EL,

L -1
EL = e (n)2  (3.6.4)

n=O
L -1 M -1 2

= y(n) - I h(m)x(n-m) (3.6.5)
n=01 M==0

Minimizing EL with h(n) leads to the estimate hi(n). Let h be a vector containing

an estimate of the true filter h (n) at time i th , defined as

i (0)

hi(1)

h = .(3.6.6)

Li(M -1)

The LMS algorithm determines the new estimate hi+1 by the update formula;

h +1 =h. - ph (3.6.7)

Where A, is the gradient of EL with respect to h in the i+1 th iteration and p is a

constant.

Basically -A . determines the direction in which the correction is made for the

i +1 iteration and p is a constant which controls the size of the step taken in that

direction. Since EL is a quadratic function of h, a single minimum exists in the error

surface and it can be shown that the LMS algorithm converges to this minimum on

average. The LMS algorithm offers an approximate estimate but not the exact solu-

tion, to the least squares error estimate of the actual filter. Although the resultant

estimate is not as exact as that in the covariance method, the need for O(M)
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computation and 0(M) storages makes LMS easy to implement in cases with large

system order M.

3.7. Comparison of the three methods

The covariance method is the most exact solution of the three, providing excel-

lent estimates for h(n). But the one possible disadvantage of covariance method is

that the implementation must solve an M th order matrix equation at every time step.

Since the algorithm uses a recursion procedure, inaccuracies in both the computation

of the covariance matrix and the estimate h(n) start to become measurable for M on

the order of 50 with double precision arithmetic. As such, estimation of systems with

large values of M would generally not be practical using the covariance method. In

addition, the storage for the covariance matrix grows as M2, and also the computa-

tional time increases in proportion to the order of M . These again makes the method

impractical for large values of M.

The LMS can cope with system functions with a larger M, by virtue of the small

computational cost of O(M) and storage requirement of O(M), though it does not

offer a exact filter in any case. However its adaptive speed is usually slow and

requires a larger amount of observation data than other methods, since it is affected

by band-limited input and by high signal to noise ratio.

The pole-zero model is not the method of choice, since the appropriateness of

the model to the room reverberant system is unknown, and there is no guarantee for

its validity. Furthermore efficient robust solutions for the parameters are not avail-

able.

The spectral analysis method has the major advantage that the implementation is

simple, and can be practically used for large M values (at least up to 2000) by virtue
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of the fast computation of an FFT. The computational time is 0 (M log2M) and the

storage is O(M). Also the ability to model any smooth transfer function makes this

spectral analysis method attractive. The method can be made adaptive by updating a

filter estimate with each new block of data. In this sense, the spectral analysis

method satisfies three requirements out of four mentioned in the section 2.1 in the

broadcast room problem. Theses advantages seem to suggest that the spectral analysis

method is superior to other methods.

Only one anxiety is the robustness. Since windowing is used in estimating the

power and cross spectra, then the data misadjustment near window ends causes error

in the filter estimation. Due to the use of DFT, time aliasing (circular aliasing ) may

also contaminate the filter estimation.
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Chapter 4 Spectral Analysis Estimation

4.1. Introduction

In chapter 3 several candidate algorithms for estimating linear transfer functions

were summarized, and their advantages and disadvantages for this broadcast studio prob-

lem were discussed. Careful analysis of the suitability of each candidate for this broad-

casting problem suggests that the best approach would be spectral estimation, because of

its superiority over the other techniques in terms of the crucial requirements for this prob-

lem.

In this chapter, the spectral analysis estimation technique is intensively discussed

from the theoretical point of view. The discussion begins with deriving the classical fre-

quency domain estimate of a transfer function via a least squares procedure, assuming sta-

tionary noise signals. This leads to estimating the filter as a ratio of a cross spectrum and a

power spectrum. To form robust averaged estimates of these spectra, the concept of data

frames is introduced. This frame concept views an infinite time sequence as a set of

sequences presented on a frame by frame basis. This idea is commonly used for dealing

with an infinite time sequence like noise or speech. The approach can then be made recur-

sive by incorporating frames of data one at a time, updating the estimate with each new

frame to track changes of the system function in time.

Next we introduce the Maximum Likelihood interpretation of the least squares error

problem and conclude that the same minimization problem results if we only assume that

the newscaster speech is Gaussian White noise. Stationarity or a careful stochastic descrip-

tion of the input reference signal are not needed.

We consider two approaches for speech case, each a variation of the spectral analysis
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estimation method. In the first approach the estimate of the transfer function is the aver-

age of the transfer function estimates over frames (ATFE), unlike the averaging of the

spectral in the periodogram technique. This approach was suggested by the observation

that for non-stationary signals such as speech, the room transfer function estimate should

be more stable from frame to frame than any spectral estimate derived from different

frames of data.

The second method averages the weighted spectrum with the value of the reciprocal

of the desired speech power spectral density estimate (AWSE). This second method relies

on a Gaussian colored noise assumption for the newscaster's speech, allowing the colored

noise power spectral density to change frame by frame. This modeling is acceptable for

speech signals, though it is still not perfect for modeling the non-stationary of speech.

4.2. Spectral analysis solution for the least squares error criteria in the case of stationary

signals.

In this section, we study the transfer function estimation technique in the case of sta-

tionary signals. We model the reference signal x (n) as a stationary signal, whereas we

model the newscaster's speech s (n) as Gaussian white noise. y (n) will then be stationary

which is a combination of two stochastic signals. First an ideally theoretical solution will

be given. The ideal theoretical solution estimates H (w) as the ratio of the expectation of

the spectral densities. Next, a practical solution using observed data will be given, which

uses a periodogram technique to estimate the spectral densities.

42.1. The ideal theoretical solution for the least squares error.

The newscaster's solution for the noise canceler in the frequency domain can be

found by minimizing the least squares error between y (n) and the filtered reference
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h (n) * x (n)

Err =E [ly (n)-h (n) * x (n)1 2] (42.1)

Here E is the ensemble average. If we assume the signals x (n) and y (n) are ergodic, then

we can take an average of Err over L different values of n ,

Err =E[ ly (n)-h (n) * x (n)12] (422)

Applying Parseval's theorem, Err will be

Err =E[T f Y ()-H(w)X (L)22d ] (423)

Taking the derivatives with respect to both the real and imaginary parts of H (W), and set-

ting these derivatives to zero, gives the optimal filter 11 (w)

E [ X *(o)Y (w)]
H(w) 1S )(42.4)

E [TX*X ()] 

where S., (w) is the auto power spectral density of x (n), S., (w) is the cross spectral density

of x (n) and y (n).

4.2.2. The periodogram technique

Unfortunately, in practice we do not know these power spectral densities in advance,

and we must estimate them from observations of x (n ) and y (n). Traditional power spec-

tral density estimation literature includes several methods for estimating the power or

cross spectral density from an available data segment. One common method is the

periodogram. Although there are various versions of the periodogram, the basic approach

can be described easily.

Assume that we need to estimate for spectral densities given only one finite length

set of observation data x (n) , y (n ) . Let us consider how to estimate the power spectral
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density from this finite data record. ( The argument for cross spectral density estimation is

similar.) Suppose that one has a finite N point time sequence observation of a stationary

stochastic process. ( colored noise ) Set x (n ) = 0 for n N , and n <X). One primitive esti-

mate of the power spectrum is then to calculate the average magnitude squared of the

Fourier transform of the available sequence x (n ) ;

IN (0) = IX (W)12 (425)

Here X (w) is the discrete time Fourier transform ( DTFT ) of the available finite N point

time sequence. That is,

N -1
X (w)= Yx (n )exp (-j cn ) (42.6)

X =0

The expected value of IN (M) is

E [IN (cSx) (O)W, ((a-O)d 0 (42.7)

where S. (w) is the true power spectral density, namely the Fourier transform of the true

covariance

(w) R. (m) exp (-j wm) (428)

and WB (w) is the Fourier transform of the the triangular window w8 (n);

N-Im I
N Im I : N -1

wB (n) = 0 Im I >N (429)

-2

1 2
Wa (m)=-(42.10)N M
sin jJ

It suggests that IN (w) is a biased estimate due to the smearing effect of the window. The

covariance of the estimate IN (W), and IN (w2) is expressed in the form of
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2 2

.(W1+W2)N ,[(WI-U2)W

sn 2 s n 21
CoV [IN (W)IN (W2)] S- (o 1)S- (0 2) s + (4211)

N sin 2 N sin 2

and the variance is

Var [IN (w)] 1+ Nsinw (42.12)(w)){1+ sineN

These estimates can be calculated by discrete Fourier transforms ( DFT ). The DFT of

IN(w) (425) is just values of IN(wk) evaluated at equally spaced frequency samples

21rk
Wk ' N . If the variance between two arbitrary frequency samples spaced a multiple of

21r in the equation (42.11) is evaluated, one notices that the covariance (42.11) between
N

those DFT coefficients is approximately zero, Therefore samples of IN(w) separated by

21T
N are approximately uncorrelated. The problem with this periodogram estimate is that

the variance (42.12) at any frequency sample is the square of the true spectral density

value S. (w) and does not go to zero as the data length N -. . Therefore, no matter how

much data is available, the estimate IN (wk) does not get close to the true power spectral

density. ( the estimate is not consistent.) Increasing the data length simply increases the

number of independent frequency samples in IN (M) and thus it increases the rapidity of

fluctuations of the estimate.

One common approach for reducing the variance of estimates is to take the average

of estimates over several independent data sets. Let's assume that an available data seg-

ment x (n ) for n =0, . .. , N -1 is divided into K frames of L samples each e.g. N =KL .

(42.13)x ('(n )==x (n +(i -1) L ) 0 !- n :5L -1, 1s5 i! sK
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and compute the magnitude squared of the Fourier transform for each frame.

1 L -1
I_ ,()=. I I x ()(n )exp(-j wn )2 1:5 i SK (4214)

n =0

The Bartlett periodogram estimate is then defined as the average of IL (M) over several

frames

1 K

Though Dx (w) is still a biased estimate, it has less variance than IN (m) because

IL (i)(O) i=1, . . . , K are approximately independent.

Var [B[ ()] ] (4216)

K
_(S..Z(())2 1+ si~L]2(42.17)

K IIL sin[] I

Now B. (w) is a consistent estimate, since the variance decreases to zero with the growth

of K. However if only a limited amount of data is available, so that N is fixed, then

increasing K means decreasing the length of each frame L, thus reducing the frequency

resolution of the estimate. Therefore there is a tradeoff between spectral resolution and

the variance, when we choose K and L given a fixed length N. In practice, values of L and

K can often be determined by prior information about the underlying signal. For example,

if the power spectral density is anticipated to have a sharp peak, then L should be large

enough to offer sufficient frequency resolution.

Another approach for reducing the variance of the estimate is to multiply each frame

of data by a smoothing window with a broader bandwidth and lower sidelobes than a rec-

tangular window. Successive overlapping frames are then averaged to smooth the power

spectrum estimate. Welch 2 offers a technique using a Hanning instead of a rectangular

window for shaping each frame. Since a Hanning window has a broader bandwidth than a
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rectangular window, the estimate is smoothed over neighbor frequency samples to form a

more smoothed frame. The data frames x()(n) are usually overlapped in time. Welch

method is expressed as

I L -1
JL(k) U I x ()(n )w (n)exp(-j con)1 2  i=, K (42.18)

0s=0

1 L -1 (29
U = 2( (42.19)

n=0

Then, the power spectrum estimate is

1 K
Bww (w) = 1jJ ()( )

i1=1

The expectation is still biased, but the variance goes down in proportion to

1K

Var [BWW (w)] z S2(a) (4220)

4.2.3. Transfer function estimation using the periodogram technique

Now suppose that K frames of input data x (n) and y (n) are available with L points

in each frame. Then using the DFT for the Fourier transform of each sequence, (424)

would be expressed in terms of periodograms P,,(), P. (w) as

Pxy (k)
A (k) = . (4221)

Pzz (k)

where

Az,(k) 1 - X*(k)Y(k) (4222)

A1 K 11

PX (k ) = L Xj*(k)X(k ) (4223)

N -1 -2rrk n
X1 (k) = I x (n)exp ( L (4224)

13=0
N -1 -j 2k n

Y (k) = Xy (n)exp( L ) (4225)
n =0

xi(n ) =x(n)w,(iL -n ) (4226)
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yi(n) =y(n)wr (iL -n) (4227)

Wr (n ) = 10 n <D , n ;-L (4228)

It shows that the power spectrum density estimation is accomplished by taking the

DFT of the available segments of data, multiplying by the complex conjugate of the DFT

of X * (k ), and then averaging over many segments',4,5

4.2A. Recursive frame-by-frame solution

The idea of dividing an infinitely long signal into a set of frames, processing each

frame, and then recombining a set of frames to generate an infinitely long output

sequence, is a common method in digital signal processing. Even if a signal is non-

stationary over long time intervals, this frame concept may often deal with a portion of

the signal as stationary when the signal is assumed to be quasi-stationary. Also, if a system

varies slowly, one may still view the system as time-invariant in a short time period.

We now utilize a frame approach to recursively estimate the transfer function. The

recursive method integrates well with real-time estimation and filtering, and also provides

the capability of adapting to slowly time-varying transfer functions. Assume that a filter

estimate from the previous frame is available. When a current frame of data is acquired,

the algorithm updates the estimate of the transfer function, then estimates the current

frame of newscaster speech. We then iterate, using the next frame of data to further

improve the transfer function.

The recursive method is:

Given the i-1 th stage accumulated estimates for the power spectral densities

Z ('~)(k ), X ('~')(k ), and the transfer function

= (4229)
Px (')(k)
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Then the i th accumulated estimates are updated from the i th frame data by:

1 1.
A=(1(k )=(1- 2 -11(k )+ X;*(k )X i(k )(42.30)

H (k) = x (4232)
PXX ()(k)

To restore the newscaster's speech s(n), it is reasonable to use a Fourier transform

technique, such as the overlap-save method, since the filter estimate is available in the fre-

quency domain. Assume that the filter length is M. After N ( Z: L+M-1 ) point DFT's of

the i th frame L point inputs xi (n ), y (n ) are calculated, the output of the filter Il (k) is

computed as;

G,(k) =X1 (k)f1i(k) (4233)

then taking the inverse DFT of Gi(k),

I N -1 j 2'rrk n
gi(n) =-N1:Gi(k )exp( N )(42-34)

k =1

Only the middle portion, sample points from n=M-1 to n=L-1 are valid linear convolution

terms. These valid sample points are subtracted from the corresponding yi(n) and L-M+1

point valid si (n ) are obtained. The window for sectioning input data is shifted by L-M +1

points, the next frame (i+1 th) input data are read and same procedure is used to obtained

another L-M+1 points sg+(n).

4.2.5. The effect of added newscaster's speech on transfer function estimation

This section deals with the effect of the presence of newscaster speech on estimation

performance. In the broadcast room problem, the interfering speech ( the studio engineer's

voice x (n ) ) is regarded as an 'undesired signal', thus to remove that undesired speech

from the microphone is the ultimate goal in the noise canceler. Ordinarily the presence of
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a loud newscaster speech is favorable, because the interfering speech tends to be concealed

by the loud speech. However from the point of view of the transfer function estimation

problem, the newscaster's voice ( the newscaster speech ) plays the role of a disturbance

signal. When the newscaster talks loudly, accurate transfer function identification becomes

difficult. The reason will be given below.

When the true transfer function is denoted as H (k ), and if the frame length is

approximately infinite, then the primary speech is written in the DFT expression as

Y 1(k) = S1 (k)+H (k)X1 (k) (4235)

Substituting the above equation into equation (4221), the i th filter estimate Ji(k) is

expressed in the form of

1I
-ZX*i(k)S(k)

H (k ) -- H (k) Il (42.36)

-ZX*(k)X(k)
l=1

The second term of the above equation behaves as the deviation from the true value of

the filter. This deviation term becomes large either when the denominator is small, or

when the numerator is large.

Suppose that the newscaster's speech s(n) is not present at all during the entire

period of the time. Then S, (k) is always zero for all frame 1. As a result, the second term

in (4236). will be zero, and within our approximation accuracy, the estimate H(k) for

any frame i is equal to the true filter H (k). Thus the algorithm will adapt to the true

filter after the first frame.

If the newscaster's speech s (n) is non-zero, however, then even if x (n) and s (n) are

uncorrelated, the numerator in the second term does not necessarily vanish perfectly for

the frame i. The reason is that the expectation of the second term is zero, but its variance

is in a crude sense proportional to the power in S1 (k), and inversely proportional to the
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power in XL(k). Thus, the large energy in the newscaster's speech, or the small energy in

the reference speech, equally makes the variance worse. Therefore the newscaster's

speech causes the deviation in the filter estimate and the extent to which it degrades the

filter estimate is roughly determined by the ratio of the power of the newscaster's speech

to that of the reference speech.

4.3. Maximum Likelihood (ML) interpretation to the least squares criteria

We introduce Maximum Likelihood Estimation (ML) in order to interpret least

squares error estimation of the transfer function from another point of view. This alterna-

tive approach provides new insights into the underlying system identification problem. The

aim of this section is to derive the ML technique assuming that the newscaster signal is

Gaussian white noise. We will not need to assume that reference signal (the loudspeaker)

is stationary - in particular, since x (n) and y (n) may be non-stationary, we will not be able

to refer to the "power spectrum" or "cross power spectrum" of x (n) and y (n). Surpris-

ingly, despite this difficulty, we will show that the ML method, when s(n) is stationary

white noise, is identical to the least squares minimization problem in the previous section.

Suppose that the system identification problem in Fig 32 be restated as;

Assume that s(n) be a Gaussian white noise with an unknown constant power spec-

tral density 2. Let x (n) be a deterministic known signal, which is processed through

a fixed though unknown filter h (n), then corrupted by s (n) to form y (n). Given the

observations, the random signal y (n) and the known deterministic signal x (n), esti-

mate the unknown deterministic filter coefficients h(n) and the unknown constant

power spectral density a2.
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A well-known technique for estimating unknown deterministic parameters when the

probability density function of the observations y (n) is known, is Maximum Likelihood (

ML ) estimation. ML in general works as follows. Given known x (n) and y (n), set

parameters h (n) n =0, ... , M -1 and a2 to arbitrary values, and then calculate the proba-

bility density function of y (n). Repeat this calculation for all possible sets of parameters

values for h(n) and a2. Among all possible sets. of values, choose the set of parameter

values that provide the maximum probability density of y (n).

An actual procedure can be realized in the following manner. Since s (n) is zero-mean

Gaussian white noise, y (n ) is also Gaussian white noise with mean x (n ) * h (n), and

covariance RY, (n ,n +m) = a2(m). Then the probability density of the point y (n) is:

logp (y Ix ,h,) =- -x * h,' +log (21To2) (43.1)

Now we suppose L observation points y (n) and x (n) for n =0, . .. , L -1 are available.

Then the joint probability density of

y (0)
y (1)

y =(432)

y (L -2)

y (L -1)

is a Gaussian density with

mean ; E [y ]=lx
covariance matrix ; Cov [y] = A,,

where

x (0)
x (1)

x= (433)

x (L -2)

x (L -1)
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h(0) 0 0 . . . 0
h(1) h(0) 0 . . . 0

. h(1) h(0) . . 0
h= h(M -1) . h(1) . . 0 (43.4)

0 h(M -1) . . . . 0
. 0 h(M -1) . . . 0

0 0 0 h(M -1) h(M -2) h(0)

.2 0 . . . 0

0 cr2 . . . 0

0 0....
A17 -(435)

0 0 . . . a.2

Thus it follows that the average log joint probability density has the form:

1 logp (y IXnP2) = - -x)T A,, -1(y -uxy)+og(12TAY I) (43.6)

The reason for considering the average of the log probability density, instead of merely

the probability, is that we will want to observe the asymptotic behavior of the probability

density L -.. Substituting A,, into the above equation ;

lg (Y _1 ff-1 ly (n )-h (n) )* x (n) )" -l2-logp ( Ix,h p2) L l Og(2jo-. (43.7)

Note that the first term inside the summation corresponds to the least squares error

between the primary signal and the filtered version of the reference signal normalized

with a2 This normalized error simply represents a Gaussian white noise with variance 1.

The second term is a gain factor controlled by only c.2. ML suggests we estimate I(n) by

maximizing the average L point log joint probability with respect to h(n) for

n =0, .. ,L -1 and <r2. Then estimates k(n) and &2 are given by ;

I _IL -1 ly (n )-h (n) )* x (n) )12
/(n) ,&2<---max -[-1 ' ,log(2ira)] (43.8)

h (n) L n=0Cr2
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First, maximizing the average log probability function with respect to h(n) leads to

minimizing the numerator of the first term;

L -1
h (n )<---minj 1y (n )-h(n )* x(n)12 (439)

h (n)n -0

Taking the partial derivative of the average log probability function with respect to a2,

and setting it to zero, one obtains;

1 L -1
S=-, ly (n)-I(n)(n)n)I 2  (4310)

n=0

Interestingly, the equation (439) is exactly the same minimization problem as

presented in the least squares criteria in the two channel noise canceler scheme, and the

equation (4310) is the minimum error energy in that minimization problem. These facts

suggest that the commonly-used least squares criteria is equivalent to the ML criteria with

a Gaussian white noise assumption for the newscaster's speech. In other words, the

approach of building the model in the fig 32 and solving the equation (332) to obtain esti-

mate h(n) is based on the Gaussian white noise assumption for the optimal speech,

whereas the reference signal is regarded as a known deterministic sequence. As discussed

later, one may conjuncture that this approach may lack the capability to deal with non-

stationary signal and highly colored newscaster's speech signal.

4A. Method 1 for non-stationary speech signals

4A.1. Motivation

The Fourier transform estimate H (k) for the room reverberant transfer function and

the estimate of the newscaster's speech have been derived for stationary signals in the

preceding section. 11 (k) is estimated as the ratio of the cross power spectral density esti-

mate to the auto power spectral density estimate. These spectral density estimates are
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1 *1.

found by averaging -X *(k )X1 (k ), or -ZX,*(k )Y(k) over frames as in (4222) and

(4223). Beware that for speech signals, however, because of its non-stationary property,

(4222) and (4223) do not represent spectral density estimates. Non-stationary signals do

not have spectral densities in the sense that these spectral densities do not correspond to

an expectation of the magnitude of signals at a certain frequency . In other words, the

1 1
averaging frames -X *(k)X (k), or -Xi*(k)Y (k) will not necessarily converge to a par-

LL

ticular estimate, since such limit values do not exist for speech signals. In practice, the

1 *1.

shape of these terms j-X *(k )X1 (k), or -Xi*(k)Y, (k) vary drastically frame by frame.

In this section, one of our estimation methods for coping with speech signals is given.

4A.2. Averaging the transfer function estimates

Since power spectral density estimates do not make sense for non-stationary data, one

might try estimating the transfer function by the fellowing alternative procedure;

TX *(k)Y 1 (k)
f 1(k)- (4.41)

- X * g(k )Xi (k )

L
-~~ 1 Xg(k)Yi (k)

fii(k) =-I r (4.42)
K I 

_X i (k )Xi (k

L

1 A

F(k) (4.43)
a =4

This indicates that the current transfer function estimate f, (k) is computed, from the i th

frame data, and then the average is taken of the frame filter estimates F5 (k ) in order to

obtain the smoothed estimate I, (k ). To calculate this adaptively, a geometrically weighted

average is calculated, which can be calculated recursively in the following way:

(4.4.4)Hi (k ) = (1--t)fj-j(k ) + pfi(k )
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where p is a parameter. ( s may be a function of k)

Suppose that H (k) represents the DFT of the true transfer function. For sufficiently

long frame length, we can approximately express Y (k ) as

Yi (k ) S (k )+H (k )X i (k ) (4.45)

The reason why this is just the approximation is that owing to the finite frame length, the

circular aliasing and windowing effects causes inequality. We will discuss this issue in

detail in a later section.

Substituting this into the expression of the current estimate from the i th frame data,

one obtains

Yi (k)
i(k) = X(k) (44.6)

Si (k )+H (k )Xi(k )

Xi(k) (44.)

=H(k)Si(k) (4.4S)
Xi(k)

Thus the averaged estimate Hi(k) becomes

A S (k )
Hi(k) Hk+ (1-p)- X(k) (449)

The justification for using the estimate (449) is that if X (k) and S (k) are uncorrelated

and zero mean, then the second term will average to 0, leaving the first term which is the

true transfer function.

Unfortunately, this estimate is subject to extremely large errors ( tremendously large

variance ), since the second term introduces a very large variance in ii(k), particularly

Si (k )
because the second term becomes enormously if X, (w) is small.

XI(k)

One technique to avoid this large variance is to try to distinguish frequency com-

ponents which will have low versus high variance, and let only the low variance frequency
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components of the estimates F1 (k) contribute to the accumulated estimate Jii(k). The

Si (k )
term X,(k) becomes large, either if S,(k) is substantial at a certain frequency k or if

X1 (k) is too small at a certain frequency k. At this frequency, the current estimate i (k)

gives a poor estimate, and one should avoid adding it into Hi (k ). On the contrary, if S, (k )

is nearly zero or X,(k) is reasonably large, then the current estimate FA(k) at that fre-

quency component offers a good estimate.

In order to know whether i(k) offers a good estimate at each frequency component

k, one should have at least rough estimate of S,(k). Unfortunately knowing the optimal

speech S 1(k), is the ultimate goal in the problem. One reasonable way is to roughly "pre-

estimate' S,(k) using the previous frame's averaged estimate Iii_(k) and the i th frame's

input data x (n) , y (n ). That is,

i(k ) = Yi(k ) -H$,(k )Xi(k ) (4.4.10)

To judge whether F1 (k) obtained in the current frame is a good estimate at frequency

component k, one evaluates and if this value is significantly larger than H (k) at
Xi(k)

frequency k, one claims that F, (k ) is poor at that frequency, and don't update the accumu-

lated estimate Hi (k ) at frequency k. On the contrary, if the value happens to be small at k,

then one supposes that Fi (k ) is good at k, and updates I, (k ) at this frequency.

The next question is how to determine the degree of the contribution of the current

frame estimate to the averaged filter estimate at each frequency k.

We introduce a rough scheme to answer this question. The aim of the following dis-

cussion is, however, not to present a legitimate algorithm, but to bring an insight into the

encountered question. This discussion leads to another approach to the same question,

which will be discussed in the next section.
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The rough scheme for implementing the frequency selective contribution is as fol-

lows. Generally the extent to which A (k) contributes to Hi(k) may be controlled by the

step size parameter p. To realize the relation of sL with the validity of the current filter

estimate at frequency k, we study a parameter, the ratio of of the estimated filtered refer-

ence speech to the estimated optimal speech, defined as;

Xj(k )H1..(k)
Rt (k) = A (4.411)

Sj(k) I

X ;(k )$i-1(k )

Yj(k )-$1-1(k )X g(k) (.2

Note that Rt (k) is a positive parameter. Suppose that Rt (k ) is small, then the disturbance

signal ( the newscaster's speech ) is large, in comparison with the reference speech. In the

case, 1s should be small to prevent the contribution of the current estimate ii (k) to the

averaged filter estimate H, (k ). Whereas if Rt (k ) is large, then the reference speech is dom-

inant over the disturbance, which should lead to the significant contribution to the aver-

aged filter estimate. Thus, p should be large. Therefore the desirable characteristics of a

function p of the parameter Rt (k ) is a monotonically increasing function.

For a simple example, suppose that we use a threshold test. If Rt (k) at the frequency

k is smaller than a certain threshold value, jp is zero, that is, the filter estimate is not

updated. If Rt(k) at the frequency k larger than the threshold value, sL is non zero con-

stant pg. This threshold case is equivalent to choosing a step function shown in Fig 4.1

Therefore at each frequency component k, Rt (k) is evaluated and p for each k is deter-

mined separately.

If the estimated filter length is M, the FFT buffer is N, and the length of data to be

read for the frame L, then the whole algorithm is
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[1] Given the previous frame's accumulated filter estimate H, (k) (an M point sequence),

observe the current frame L point data xi (n), yj (n). calculate the pre-estimate 9, (k)

by

1(k) = Y(k) - . (k)X1 (k) (4.4.13)

where X, (k ), Y, (k ) are the N point DFT of the xj (n ) and yj (n).

[2] Compute Rt (k) in the form of

Xj(k )J, 1(k )
Rt(k) = (4.414)

S(k)

[3] Refer to a chosen function s(Rt (k )) so as. to obtain the value of the I. For the step

function case, this is equivalent to perform the threshold test.

[4] Calculate the current transfer function estimate i (k) by

1.
-Xi (k)Y 1(k)

Fi(k ) = I j()jk (4.4.15)

-X, *(k)X1 (k )

[5] Compute the current frame accumulated filter estimate by

Hi (k) = (1-s)ij _1(k ) + pi(k) (4.416)

[6] Make the sequence 91(n) M points long. This is done by, take the inverse DFT of

H, (k), truncating the last N-M points of the resultant time sequence of i (n), to get

the M point filter estimate. Then take the N point DFT of truncated filter estimate.

[7] Filter X,(k) with H, (k) by the overlap-save method.

For the particular function pL(Rt(k)) shown in Fig 42. however, the above idea fails

badly. Suppose one applies this algorithm to the case with no newscaster speech in the pri-

mary signal. We will usually set the initial estimate H O(k) to 0. Start the algorithm. For

the first frame, Rt (k ) is zero for all k, since H 0(k ) = 0. Then s(Rt (k )) = pI(0) = 0, leading
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to no update in the filter estimate, leaving H 1(k) zero. Surprisingly, the algorithm never

updates the filter estimate in any frame.

p(k )

1

0 ; &(k )

Fig 4.1 An example of a function for p(k) vs Rt(k) ( a threshold test.)

This example suggests that once the previous estimate H _1(k) becames zero at a fre-

quency k, the estimates for the rest of frames do not adapt to the true filter at all at this

frequency, but remain zero. This happens because we arbitrarily chose a function pL which

happens to have value 0 at Rt (k) =0. To come up with a better function P, requires a

more careful theoretical derivation. We will not continue the discussion on the selection

of the correct function. Instead, we will develop another approach for the non-stationary

signal case from a different point of view in the next section.

4.5. Method 2 for non-stationary speech signals

R&O(k )
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4.5.1. A new system identification model

We consider a new approach which allows input signals x (n), y (n) to be non-

stationary signals in estimating the transfer function. It also allows s (n) to be time-varying

colored white noise. To illustrate the new approach, consider the linear system shown in

the Fig. 42.

An observation, a random signal y (n), is assumed to be comprised of two signals; (1)

an output of a filter with unknown deterministic filter coefficients h(n), excited by a

known deterministic signal x (n); (2) s (n), a zero-mean colored noise with unknown deter-

ministic power spectral density a2 (w) . In a stochastic processing context, s(n) can be

viewed as an output of a 'shaping filter' a-(n) excited by a normalized white Gaussian noise

v(n), where the magnitude squared of the Fourier transform of o-(n), is equal to r2 (W)

Given signals x (n ) and (y ), we will estimate the unknown deterministic parameters h (n )

and a2(w).

Modeling speech as colored noise with power spectrum is reasonably valid for short

periods of time. To deal with the non-stationarity of speech, it seems reasonable that, by

sectioning the whole signal into frames with a finite length, modeling a desired speech (

newscaster's speech ) as a random signal with fixed power spectral density within each

frame, but different densities in different frames, is likely to work well.

Again, a technique for estimating the parameters is the Maximum Likelihood (ML)

estimation method. ML begins with calculating the log probability density of y (n). The

statement is as follows;

Suppose that K sets of infinitely long observations y; (n), xi (n) for i =0, ... K ,

n = . . .,1m are obtained in K independent trials with the same system function h (n) but

different a2 (w) in the Fig 42. We will calculate the joint probability density of the K
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x (A) h (n y (n)

v (n) = N (0,4)
Gaussian white noise

Fig 4.2 The block diagram of a new system identification problem.

independent experiment p (y 1(n), .. .,y (n) I x(n), , x (n )h p2
1(), . q.. , o (0))),

then will find the values of h (n) and r2(w),. r (w) which maximize that probability.

We divide the derivation into several stages for the sake of clear presentation.

[1] Compute the L point joint average probability density function for the i th experi-

ment p (yj I x ,h ,R,,,(O))

Suppose L ( an enormous number ) observation points are available for each experi-

ment. ( Later, L will go to infinity and the asymptotic behavior of a solution will be

obtained. ) These observations in the experiment i are denoted as y1(n) and x(n) for

n =0 ,, . . . , L -1. Since v (n ) is a zero-mean Gaussian white random process, y (n ) is a

Gaussian colored random process with a mean h (n) * x, (n), and covariance

R,,,(n , ) R,,,(m) = fa2i(w)exp(j wm)d w (45.1)

Then the L point joint average log probability density of y (n )n =0,. ... , L -1 is also
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Gaussian with ;

mean ;E[yi] =hxi

covariance matrix ; Cov [ye] = A7,,

yi

Y, (0)
yl( 1 )

y,(L -2)

y 1(L -1)

X, (0)
x,(1)

x,(L -2)

x, (L -1)

h(0) 0 0
h(1) h(0) 0

. I(1) h (0)
h= h(M -1) . h (1)

0 h(M-1)
0 h (M -1)
0 00

A,, =

R,,(1)

R,,,,(0)

R,,(0)

R,,,1)

. . . 0

. . . 0

. . . 0

. . . 0

. . .* 0

. . . 0
h (M -1) . h (1) h (0)

* . . RJJ(L -1)1

* . . R,, (L -2)

(455)

(45.6)

JR, L -1) R,.,, (L -2) . . R,, (0) J
Thus it follows that the average log joint probability density for the i th experiment is in

the form of;

= - (, -4hx)T Ayl(y, -1hx_)+log (2r)L IA,,,, I

where

(452)

(453)

(45.4)

Ilogp (yj Ix,A, )L1 ~ ,A~l
(45.7)
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The reason for considering the average of the log probability density, instead of merely

the probability density, is that we will shortly want to observe the asymptotic behavior of

the probability density for L --w.

We present an asymptotic expression of this log probability density when the number

of observations becomes large. The following discussion is originally offered by Lim6 , and

discussed by Musicus7 We describe only the main stream of their discussion. The whole

point here is to attempt to transform the expression into the frequency domain, because

ML for stationary processes with long observation time can often be simplified dramati-

cally and can be more easily handled.

We add one more assumption. The stability of the stationary process yj, that is, a

covariance R,,, (m) of the process yi is

m |R,,,(M )I<00 (45S)

Also we assume that the inverse covariance function R-1 (i) is stable.

S R ,,(m)|<00 (459)

Then for sufficiently large L, the eigenvalues of Ay,, will be approximately;

XQ') =&,( ) for I=0, .. .,L-1 (45.10)

and the eigenvectors will be approximately;

exp(j cE(60)

UIU) 1=0, ... ,L -1 (45.11)

exp(j (L -)(,

Moreover, since AY and A~ are decomposed in the form of

L
Ay,,, = lc 2 (o)u(0) () (45.12)

1=1 ~ L
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A-' = U(i) ) (45.13)

where 1 i)' is a complex conjugate transpose vector of u('),. Substituting AYY, into the

equation (45.7)

1 _1 lLJ-1 (y,-hx )Tu(i) u(') (y, -hx)
-logP (Y, -x,~i = -- -L 2 L 1-, 20 +

log2<o2,(= ) (45.14)

It is easy to show that;

y r() .(, y * (W) (45.15)

(hx)u(i) H A(1)X*((,) (45.16)

~U) yg=-~ Y(W1 ) (4517)

(uQ (hx = i H (o.)X1 (w1 ) (45.18)
:11) \4

then the equation (4514) becomes

Ilogp (yi 1x_,H ((a),a2i (w)

1 e(m-X,((a) H ((0),2

1 Ld

~ 2- f Cr,(()4og(2,u.2,((a)) -- (45.19)

This is the L point average probability density of the i th experiment observation.

[2] Next we compute the joint log probability density of the K independent experiments.

That is

p (yl(n), - - -. yjr(") I x1(n), . - - - Ir ("),hq1(a), .. .. , cr ((a))
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K 1

= 3-logp (yi Ix ,H (w), 2 (w))

2 1 ' 2L ()-X, ( )
+log(22i (w))

[3] We find H (w), e2 (w) that maximize the K independent experiment joint log probabil-

ity density.

K 1
max

H (s)/,() L=1

= max f
H ( )i=1

2()-X(a)H (0)2

.2i (W)

ogp (y) )x,,h, (w))

+Iog(2,ua2 ((0)) --
2,r

(4522)

(4523)

It can be accomplished by taking the derivatives of the L logp

with respect to H (w), 2i (w), i =1, . . , K respectively. Taking derivative with respect

to a2 ((o) i =1, .. ., K ,

2, (() = IY(a)-XI(()H (()1 2  i=1, ... ,K (4324)L

Just substitute this equation into the objective function (4521), again, giving

H ()< a y 1 + log (2- ,(() -H ( a)X,(0)2) (4525)

To minimize with respect to H (w), take the derivative to respect with H (w), and set

it to zero,

r -2X *()Y(w) +2X * (w)X(w)
=0 (4326)

1 i (w) - H ()X (w)I

Substituting the equation (4524) into the above,

r -2X *() Y(w) + 2X*(w)X,(w) (4527)

=1 a2,(& )

(4520)

(4521)

'a ((),C.2IO).. . 2 K((a)<-

(yi IxiH (w), cj(w))
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Thus,

9

Ii(1)= 1 (4528)

i =1

Replacing H (w) in the equation (4524) by H? (w), the &2 (w) i =1, ... , K is formed by;

&1(w) = 1 IYJ(O)-Xi(0)11(d)i2 (4529)
L

Therefore, the equations (4528) and (4529) are the solutions for the K independent

experiment case. Notice that in the above that the two equations for 11 (w) and & (w), for

i =1, ... , K . depend on each other. We need to arrange the computation to estimate each

separately. This arrangement will be made in the form of a recursive method in the next

section.

4.5.2. Adaptive scheme

We consider a reasonable adaptive scheme based on the result in the preceding sec-

tion, to provide an algorithm adaptable to changes of the system function h (n). Again we

perform the same experiments as in the preceding section in the system shown in Fig 42.

We assume that we have performed an enormous number of experiments (the experiment

number k =--o, . . ., i ) and obtained the large set of observations x .. (n), y .. (n ) , . . ., ,

yk(n) , ... , xj(n), yi(n) so far. Here i is the latest experiment number. Moreover, the

length of each observation, L, is assumed to be very long.

Given these observations up to experiment number i, we try to find the /i(n) and

&2k(W), for k =-c, ... , i that maximize the joint probability density. Note that /i (n) is the

estimate of the system h(n) on the basis of observations until the experiment number i.

Let us assume that the system function h (n) is changing slowly in time. As for the proba-

bility to be maximized, since the system is changing, it seems reasonable to take a
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weighted average of the log probability density over the past experiments, rather than a

straight arithmetic average. This allows more recent observations to contribute

significantly to the error criteria, but suppresses older observations. As one choice, we

introduce the exponential average of the averaged log probability density so that the latest

experiment is weighted most, the previous one second most, and so on. Using an exponen-

tial average parameter a ( Osas1 ), the objective function e, is formed by;

= 3 (1-a)'a logp (Yk IPXr2k ()

1 |2
-k (W)-_X k(w)H (w),

= (1-a)~*a 4L 2 (log(2ra- 2k (M) (4530)
2 kV I.k(W) 2ir

Then maximizing the averaged log probability density with H (w), and cr2 _O2 (a,)

leads to

12 (X()1 1~2
k(W) = L (W)-Xk(a) (W) (4531)

for k

) (1-a) a X * MY'(a) / (()4
(W) =- (4532)

1-u) *a {X k (c)Xk (()JIk (()

Under a certain assumption, we can introduce a more efficient way to calculate ii (W)

and Cr2 (w), given the estimates from the previous experiment and new observations from

the experiment i. It allows one to obtain the current estimates without recomputing

2k (), for k =-o, ... , i-1. The assumption is that both the filter estimate Hi .1(w) and

power spectrum estimates &2k (W) , k =-o, ... , i -1 are so correctly obtained in the previ-

ous frame i-1 that the these power spectra &2i (w) for k si -1 need not be reestimated in
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the current frame operation, then only the current frame power spectrum &1(W) should be

computed from the current frame data.

The efficient recursive method is described as follows: As for H3;(u), H(w) in the

equation (4531) is replaced with the estimate in the previous experiment Hl _.1(W), then the

&2i (w) is represented as

&2,() = (433)

Rewriting the equation (4532), and substituting the above-obtained estimate &2i(w), the

current estimate H5 (w) is

(1-U)NI14()+a {+X 1 (c)Y, (W)/21 (W)

Hi (w) =(4 .34)

(1,a)DI _1(W)+a X *, (O)Xi((0) /&2i (a)

where N1 _1(w), D _1(w) are the numerator, and denominator of Il 1 (W), respectively. That

is

= D,..(1 )o= (4535)
D1 _X())

1 -1/&
Ng_()= 3 (1-)~1 -ka * Y &

Niw)=k a L Xk ()JI lk (()(4536)

Di~~~~ -1w - &2(57
_ (1-a)'~a (-1X k (o)Xk () k (0) (4537)

Therefore the recursive algorithm to cancel the interfering speech is summarized as

follows.

Given the numerator and the denominator of the filter estimate in the experiment i-1

NI-1(w), D,_1(w), compute the estimate of the power spectral density in the experi-

ment i 62i(w) by

()= Y (w) -X (o)Hi -,((a)2 (4538)
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where

A Ni _,((o)
H,._1(W) = N1  (45.39)

D1 _.1(w)

Then, calculate the auto spectrum and the cross spectrum,

1
)= X o()Y()/&2 (o) (45.40)

P ,,() =IX * ((O)X (0) /&2i ((0) (45.41)

Then, compute the current numerator and denominator in the form of

N1 (() = (1-a)NI ...(()+cxPz,,( (W) /&2 (D)} (45.42)

Di (w) = (1-a)D _(w)4{PXi,((0)/&2, (0)} (4543)

Then the current filter estimate is

N. (w)
Ii,(o) = ()

(45.44)

(1-a)Di _1(w)e +LP z,,(W)/&2i((a))

The desired speech in the current experiment i can be obtained by the filtering pro-

cess.

Si (n) = yj(n) - x (n) * ii (n) (45.45)

Move to the experiment i+1.

The filtering process can be computed by any filtering method. We use the overlap-save

method here, because it is easy to implement.( Note that this method assumes that the

length of the filter M is finite.) We will present the overlap-save method in a later section.
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4.5.3. Property of convergence and adaptation

In this section, we will first examine the nature of the exponential average and the

role of its parameter a, and then the convergence behavior of the estimate i,(m) is dis-

cussed.

If the L point averaged log probability density p (Yk IXk ,h ,&k ()) in the experiment

k is viewed as a sequence in time k, the exponential average of the joint log probability

density in the equation (4530) over the past frames is equivalent to filtering the sequence

of densities through a single pole low pass filter.

E =1ae._1 +logp (y(n)1xi(n),h ,<r,(w)) (45.46)

This filtering tends to suppress rapid changes in the log probability density sequence. The

1
value of - controls the number of frames effectively contributing to the current averaged

log probability ei, It equivalently determines the cut-off frequency in the low-pass opera-

tion. Higher order averaging filters could also be used to achieve sharper cut-offs and less

"jitter" in the error criterion and the resulting estimates, but these would require more

computational effort.

Next, we show that on the average the recursive method will improve the estimate

H, (w) on each iteration. As H,(w) improves, it is easy to show that the colored noise esti-

mate 62 (w) also becomes closer to the true power spectrum of the desired speech in

experiment i. Now we show that on average the estimate in the experiment i, H, (W) is

closer to the real filter than the i-1 th estimate Ii_1(w).

By assumption, y, (n ) is generated in the form of

yj(n) =s,(n) +xi(n) * h(n) (45A7)

Since observations x,(n) yi(n) are approximately infinitely long, then the Fourier

transform of the equation (45.47)
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Y 1(w) =S,(w) +X,(w) * H () (45A8)

can hold almost exactly. Substituting Y,(w) into (45.44) the current estimate H, (w) can be

rewritten in the form of

(1-Q)Nj_1(W)- I- A ((a) /Ci((a))

=(1-a(,() -(()IXi ( ())(1-I)D _((a) P ((O) /()

=,H, -I(W) + III-(H ((a) - fij I(w))
(1-a)D,-1(() + a(PA(a) /, (()

+ 0(45.49)
(1--a)DI _I(w)uP. A((a)/&21 (W).

We define the coefficient of H (w) - H, -i(w) as q, (w),

a P, (w)/I2,(w)
qj (w) = azllW/&1()(4550)

(1-u)D, - 1(w) +a P. A ()/& 2 ((5)

= a ziz (W)&2 i(W)(4551)
D,(i

Then

A P Me

i (0) = Hi, _I()+q (w)(H (w) - 9, _I()) + q, (w) (4552)

Consider the parameter q, (w) first. Because both the numerator and the denominator of

the q,(w) are positive and the numerator is always smaller than the denominator, q,(w)

takes on real positive values between 0 and 1. Therefore the second term in the equation

(4552) is a legitimate correction term which updates the estimate from the previous stage

filter estimate in the direction of the true filter. Thus q, (w) plays the role of an interpola-

tion parameter. Note that if the system is not changing too quickly with time, then we

would expect, on average, that

PX(w)
D,61(()w) (4553)

62, (()
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and thus q,(w) is almost a. Thus the speed of the convergence is approximately equal to

the value a.

The third term in the equation, however, is a disturbance to the current estimate.

Because xi (n ) and s1 (n) are uncorrelated, we would expect on average

E IX (()S,(W)I = 0 (4554)

However, when estimating P ,(5Q), using only one pair of sample functions x;(n) and

si (n), we will generally find that P, (w) is not zero. In a very crude sense, the variance of

the third term in equation (4552) will be approximately proportional to the power in

S (w) and inversely proportional to the power in X(). Thus random fluctuations in the

third term may cause the filter estimate to fluctuate. This fluctuation does not go to zero,

1
since the range of the average is only - experiments at any experiment stage i. Note,

however, that if the desired speech is not present for the entire period of time, then the

third term vanishes perfectly. Consequently, the update will always improve the filter esti-

mate.

Now we study the behavior of updating the estimate in detail. First of all, one easily

notices that the updating of the estimate is performed independently at each frequency (0.

For simplicity, suppose that the previous filter estimate fi__() is close to the true filter so

that &2 (w) also represents the true power spectral density of the current desired speech

s(n) correctly. Then equation (4552) shows that at frequencies where either the current

desired speech has large energy or the current reference speech has small energy, the value

of qi ((a) becomes small, preventing the current new observation information from contri-

buting significantly to the filter estimate. On the other hand, at frequencies where the

current desired speech is small and the current reference speech is substantial, the q,(co)

may be close to a and allows the current information to affect the current filter estimate
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considerably. This consideration reflects the intuition that the presence of desired speech

perturbs the filter estimate. For example, if the desired speech is not present at all at a

certain frequency, then the speed of improvement is the fastest and would be somewhat

close to a. As a result, the proposed algorithm tries to selectively update the filter estimate

at frequencies where the reference is louder than the the desired speech in the primary

speech y1(n). If we define the signal-to-noise ratio as the ratio of the desired speech

energy to the correlated reference speech in the primary, then having the low signal-to-

noise ratio in the primary speech allows for better filter estimation.

In the case that H,_-i(w) is a poor estimate, even though desired speech is not present

at all for the whole time, &; (w) will be non-zero due to the mismatch between the previ-

ous filter estimate and the true filter. This effect tends to underestimate the value of q, (W),

and it leads to slow convergence. For example, if we start the algorithm with initial states

of the filter estimate 11O(w) = 0, &2
0(w) =0, then it does not lock on the true filter at the

first frame, but instead it only gradually approaches the true filter.

4.54. Frame concept ( Practical estimation method )

In the last few sections, we have assumed that multiple experiments with nearly

infinitely long observation data in each are available. However, in practice, only finite

length sections of one set of data sequences x (n ), y (n ) are available in the broadcast room

problem. In this section, we discuss the similarities and differences between the infinite

data frame case and finite data frame case. The similarity is that one can use the result for

the filter estimate mentioned in the previous section in almost the same fashion. A dis-

tinct advantage for the finite length frame data case is that the computation in the fre-

quency domain can be computed using a DFT.
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The recursive method can be re-stated in the following fashion by using the DFT.

First break the input data stream x (n ), y (n ) into multiple overlapping frames. As the i th

1.
frame of data, x5(n), yi(n) becomes available, a power spectrum -X *,(k)X1 (k) and a

cross spectrum -X *(k ) Y (k ), are computed using DFT. After &2, (k ) is calculated by

1L~I

=(k) = iY(k)-Xi(k)HI...(k) 1  (4555)

the numerator and denominator of the filter estimate are updated. The filter estimate

Iii-(k) is obtained by

NI(k)
Ii,(k) = - (4556)Dj(k)

(1-a)N-.1(k )-hi {X " (k )Yj (k ) /& (k 4
(4557)

(1--a)Di-.(k)u{ 1X *(k)Xj(k)/&2j(k)

The estimate of the desired speech for the current frame is then obtained by using an

overlap-save method of filtering.

However, two crucial differences between the infinite frame case and the finite frame

case are end effects due to the finite length of the data for each frame, and the bias effect

of using a sectioning window. The estimated filter in the finite observation length case is

unavoidably contaminated by time aliasing. This time aliasing is caused by the end effect

of the frame data, when multiplication and division of DFT are performed. In order to

consider the end effect, let us consider the following example with a rectangular win-

dowed frame.

Assume that sequences x (n ) and y (n) are related by convolution

y(n) =h(n)*x(n) (4558)

where h (n) is an M point long filter. In the frequency domain, if the Fourier transform
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exists for x (n ),y (n ),h (n ), then

Y() =H (()X(m) (4559)

Now assume that we section sequences into multiple frames with an L point rectangular

window L ;:M, giving the L point sequences in frame i xiCL)(n), yi(L)(n) n =0, ... , L -1

L >M , such as

xj (n) =x (iF -+n) (45.60)

y1(n) = x (iF +n) (4561)

where F is the frame shift. Now the convolution relation does not hold strictly for these

L point sections, xI(L)(n), yL(L)(n). This error occurs at the endpoints of the rectangular

windowed sections. Denote the error in the frame i as AicL)(n);

Ai(L)(n) = y(L() xi(L)(n)* h(n ) # 0 (45.62)

We examine the filter estimate problem as follows: When one has L point input and

output observations of the system function h (n), one wishes to estimate h (n) by

-X i (k )Y(L)(k)
JI(k )= '(4563)

IXiy*(k)X(L)(k)

where

L -1
Xi(L)(k) = x(n )exp(-j w n) (4564)

us=0
L -1

Yi(L)(k) = ly(n)exp(-j w n) (4565)

We will evaluate the effect of the error AI(L)(n) on the filter estimate fi (k). If we denote

the L point DFT of true filter as

L -1
H (L)(k) = h (n )exp(-j w n) (4566)

a=O

the L point DFT of Ai(L)(n) is
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AL(L)(k) YI(L)(k) -H(L)(k)Xi(L)(k)
M -21 M -1
=, [ (n) - Y h (m)xi(n -m modulo L ) xp(-j 2rk n IL) (45.67)

n=0 M MM
M -2 M -1

A,(L)(k) = I h (m)(x(n -m) - x,(L +n -m))exp(-j 2rrk n IL) (4568)
a=0 m= +1

Note that Ai(L)(k) is an aliasing error, mixing signal points located L points apart. as L -- ,

Ai(L)(k) stays approximately constant in the expected energy, because the number of terms

in AL(L)(k ) is independent of L. Thus, multiply the equation (4567) by Xi(L)* (k),

1 * (kA()k) 1 0 " HiL)k 12 (5.9
TX(L)*(k )Ai(L)(k) = TXI(L) (k) Yi(L)(k) - H (L)(k ) ( )2 4

Rewriting this equation,

-tX *i(L)(k )Aj (L)(k )
11(k) =H(L)(k) + L (45.70)

IX i (L)(k )X (L)(k )

Thus the estimated filter 11 deviates from the true filter H (L)(k) because of the end

effect errors AI(L)(k). Note that the second term of the above equation, is;

1X 'i(L)(k )Aj (L)(k )
L

ZtX *,(L)(k )XL(L)(k )

Z X I L(k )Aj (L)(k ) I (L)(k ) 122

1 (45.71)

- X ) 12 L & I(L)(k )12 2 IIiL)(k)

IAi(L)(k )12

-.0 as f rame length --o. (45.72)

IXt(L)(kd 12

it leads to
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"J--Xi(L)(k )Yi(L)(k)

H (L)(k) = LI(L)(k) as L--r, (45.73)

M
The error term has magnitude roughly proportional to , since AL(L)(k) has M terms,

whereas XI(L)(k) has L terms. This argument, of course, is crude but it does illustrate the

magnitude of the error due to the use of finite frame lengths. In particular,.the smaller the

M
ratio , the better the filter estimate. It is desirable to choose L as at least about 10 times

bigger than M to keep reasonable accuracy. However using such long frames causes a

heavy computational burden, which makes it harder to implement the algorithm in real

time. Furthermore, long frame lengths lead to long delays in a real-time system and slow

down the adaptation rate. When short frames are used, we will expect that the estimated

filter h (n) will contain circular aliasing, thus leading to reverberation artifacts in the

speech.

If a Hanning window hD (n ) is applied to the data instead of a rectangular window;

x1 (n) = hD (n)x (F +n) (45.74)

y(n ) = hD (n)y (iF +n) (45.75)

where is F is the shift of frame. Then the error;

A,(n) =y1(n) - h (n )* x (n ) (45.76)

is more uniformly distributed over the interval Osn <L , rather than being bunched at the

left edge. In particular, it is easy to show that aliasing error at the left edge has been

tapered off by using a tapered windowed hD(n), and has effectively been traded for a

smeared error across the entire data interval. This type of error is usually less objection-

able because it does not cause such strong reverberation effects.

Windowing data to form finite length sections also causes a bias in the filter estimate.
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The effect of sidelobe leakage is one example of this bias effect. If a rectangular window

is used, this leakage is noticeably large, degrading the estimate 11 (k) when the signals are

strongly harmonic. When a Hanning window is used, the effect of the leakage is less

noticeable.

Next we consider the length of the window shift, F. It controls the rate of how often

the filter must be reestimated. To avoid a sudden change of the filter estimate from frame

to frame, a reasonable time shift between adjacent frames is necessary. The reason for

preventing a sudden change is to make the estimated desired speech from different frames

change smoothly across frame boundary. The rate of change in the room response is a

main factor in determining the value of the shift. The adaptation rate is also controlled by

1
the exponential parameter a, since - controls the number of frames effectively contribut-

ing to the current estimate. If a is close to 0, then data from many old frames contribute

to the current filter estimate, leading to slow adaptation rate. This suggests then that the

values of parameter a and the window shift F should be set appropriately at the same time

to provide the desired adaptation rate.

4.5.5. Overlap-save method for the filtering process

When the current filter estimate is obtained, desired speech of the current frame

Si (n ) will be obtained in a filtering process in the form of;

i(n) =y,(n) -x,(n) * hi(n) (45.77)

Although this filtering can be achieved by a variety of methods, we will use the overlap-

save method because it is easily implemented for long filters. Assume that the filter i (n)

is finite length with M points ( L .M ), and L points input data xj (n ), y, (n) are available

for each frame. First we think about the length of the FFT. Let the FFT size be N, then

N is required to be bigger than L. Here we choose N = L. The overlap-save method
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x1Qz)

0 L-1

hi(-n)

(ii)
-M+1 0

i~n)

) M-2 M-1 L-1

y, (n)

0L-

(ni)

M-1 L-1

FFT size N = L

FIg 4.3 The overlapsave method

(i)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

000 
1
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usually works as follows. ( Fig 43 )

Suppose that for one frame of processing, L points of input data xi(n) are read into

an N point FFT buffer. Pad with zeros to the end of the buffer and take the N point

FFT to obtain X,(k). Likewise feed M points of the current filter i(n) into the N

point FFT buffer, pad with zeros, and then take the N point FFT to calculate i1, (k).

Multiply X1 (k ) by li(k ), to obtain the filtered output d0 (k),

G0 (k ) = X (k ) fii(k ) (45.78)

Take the N point inverse FFT of Og(k). The resultant sequence A (n) is N=L points

long, but the first M-1 points are time aliased. The last N-M+1=L-M+1 points are valid

data for the filtering. Therefore these correct N-M+1--t-M+1 points are subtracted

from Y, (n ) to form the desired signal estimate S (n). For the next frame process, the

window will be shifted by N-M+1=L-M+1 points, so that M-1 points are overlapped by

adjacent windows. Thus, despite L points of the input data xi (n) and y (n), the next

filter process ought to read other L point input data portions, by shifting a window by

N-M +1 points.

4.5.6. Improved recursive algorithm

This section deals with a estimation method which suffers from less time-aliasing

than the original method in section 45.4.. To see the problem with our original algorithm,

suppose that the filter estimate H$(w) is exactly correct;

Hi._1(k) = H (k) (45.79)

Moreover suppose that no desired speech is present during the entire i th frame. We would

therefore expect that our algorithm should not modify the filter estimate from the previ-

ous frame, since the old frame estimate can cancel the primary speech perfectly.
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Unfortunately, the original algorithm proposed in section 454. will typically drive

the filter estimate away from the true filter value, even in this ideal situation. First we

analyize the reason for its failure, then propose alternative algorithm which improves

drastically.

In the original algorithm, by assumption

I _.1(k) = H (k) (4580)

The power spectral density estimate 62 (k) is calculated by the formula

S1(k) =Y,(k) - X (k)I (k) (4581)

&2,(k) =S,*(k)i(k) (45S2)

However, due to windowing effects,

Y(k) -Xi (k)H (k) # 0 (45S3)

Thus equation (4581) does not properly estimate the speech as 5 (k) =0, but instead sets

9 (k ) to some non-zero value.

. i(k) =Y 1(k) -X,(k)H (k) #0 (45S4)

Rewriting this,

Y(k) =51 (k) +X (k)H(k) (45S5)

This causes the estimate &2i(k) to be non zero. Substituting equation (45s5) into the for-

mula for Il (k ) in equation (4557) we obtain

(1-a)H(k )Di_ 1(k ) +{ X *) (k (k ) + H (k X * (k)Xi(k ) /&2i(k)

$ =(k) 1 (4586)
(1-a)D _ + a-X *g(k )Xi(k )1&2(k )

ct X * i(k ) j(k)/&2i(k )
=H(k)+ (4587)

(1--a)Di _1 + QX *g(k )Xi(k )/12(k )

Because the second term does not vanish, the current estimate is driven away from the

true filter value. The reason why the second term remains non-zero is that the windowing
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effect caused by sectioning the input data x, (n) and yj (n), causes time-aliasing in (k ) in

equation (45S4).

To avoid this time-aliasing, we introduce an alternative method. Fig 44 is illustrative

for this purpose. The old method uses x1 (n) and yj(n) as input data for the filter estima-

tion process. Since xi (n ) and y5 (n) do not strictly satisfy the convolution relationship, then

the desired speech pre-estimate is contaminated by time aliasing. Instead, the new method

first filters the reference speech xi(n) with the previous frame filter estimate ig .(n) by the

overlap-save method and selects a portion free of time-aliasing as Si (n). The filter estima-

tion process for frame i then uses x, (n ) and i (n ) as inputs.

Now the detailed procedure in the new algorithm is presented.

[1] The filter process for the I th frame pre-estimate of the desired speech by the

overlap-save method. (See Fig 45 ) The purpose is to obtain L points of the pre-

estimate f, (n), n =0, ... , L -1 free of time-aliasing filtered with the i-1 th estimate

I, _1(n) by the overlap-save method. Note that we need L points of ii (n ), since these

points are used for the current filter estimate later. Assume that M points of the i-1

th ( the previous ) frame filter estimate h 1 .(n) are available and the size of the FF17

is N ( N 2L +2M -2). The last M-1 points of the i-1 th frame plus L points of the i th (

the current ) frame of the input data x (n ) ( the combined reference i (n ) ) should be

available in order to compute L points of ii(n) free of time aliasing. L points of the i

th frame of the primary y (n) will also be needed. As a result, both the first and last

M-1 points of the circular convolution are time aliased and the middle L point por-

tion, ii(n ) out of L+2M-2 points is valid.

[2] Compute 2, (k ) Denote the N point FFT of the correctly filtered L point pre-estimate

,f (n ) as j (k ). Compute the power spectral density estimate &2 (k ) by
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0;( ) =*;( )5;k )(4-5S8)

[3] Update Hi (k) and Its numerator and denominator. Substituting the obtained 5i(k)

and 6&j (k ) into equation (45S6), one obtains the current filter estimate

(1-u)N _1(k ) + i X"*(k)i(k) + _1X*,(k)X(k) /&2,(k)

1() (45S9)

(1--)Dj-1 +c i *(k )Xi(k )/1&2(k )

The numerator N1 (k ) and the denominator D5 (k ) are presented as

N1 (k) = (1-a)N. _1(k) ++J. _1(k)-X (k )X.j(k) /f2(k) (4590)

Di (k )=(1--a)Di _1 + a X*(k )X (k ) /&2i (k )(4591)

[4] The filter process for the I th frame final desired speech estimate &2i (k) by the

overlap-save method. After the current filter estimate hi (n) is computed in equation

(45.89), our goal is to calculate F points ( F ; the shift of the window F tL -M +1) of

non-circular aliased output s;i(n). ( See Fig 4.6 ) Unlike the case for estimating s (n),

only the current frame of L points of x,(n) and yi(n) are used to estimate ii(n).

After taking the N (N L +M -1 ) point DFT's of xj (n) yL (n) and i (n), the filtered

reference signal g (n) is computed by

G (k) =i(k)X,(k) (4592)

I N -1 n
gj(n) = V G(k )exp '- k n (4593)

N =0 1

Because N L -+M -1, gi(n) is L +M -1 points long. However i (n) may be up to M

points long, the first M-1 points and the last M-1 points in the L -+M -1 samples of

gi(n) are not valid. Therefore the middle L -M +1 points are legitimate. The first F

points of the valid middle portion is subtracted from y1 (n). These F points are Si (n).
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4.5.7. Size of FFT

In practice the DFT is computed by the Fast Fourier Transform ( FFT ) algorithm.

Determining the size of the DFT ( FFT ) means defining the number of the frequency

samples that will be calculated in all functions such as P, (k), Px ii(k), eroi(k), fii(k ),

and 91(k ).

The size of FFT will be determined by two major factors. One is to avoid time alias-

ing in P (k), P, (k), &3(k). Since x1(n), i(n) for each frame are both L points

sequences, all auto correlations x1(-n)* x1(n), .f(-n)* i(n), and cross correlation

xi (n) * Si (n ) are 2L-1 points long. Thus it is desirable to use FFT's of length greater than

2L-1 points in order to avoid time aliasing in these correlations.

The second factor arises from the need to use the estimated filter ii ,(k) to generate

both the preliminary estimate fi(n), and the final estimate Si(n). The filtering process is

most easily realized by the overlap-add method or the overlap-save method, because these

approaches directly use the DFT to implement the filtering. Referring to section 455., we

summarize the overlap-save method as follows ;

To filter the entire reference signal x (n) with the filter i (n) and to estimate the final

desired speech, s(n), x (n) and y (n) are sectioned into L point frames with M-1 points

overlapping. Each xi (n) for the frame i is read into the N point FFT buffer, padding zeros

at the end of the sequence. Then take the N point FFT, X; (k). Also read the filter i (n)

into the N FFT point buffer, pad with zeros and take the N point FFT, I (k). Then the

filter output 1 (k ) is calculated by

T (ke) = Y(k)-n(ki)Xnf((kf) (4594)

Taking the N point inverse DFT7 of i (k),
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N -1 21rk (35i(n) = S(k)expj- kn (495)
k=O

where X 1(k), Y,(k), S 1(k), Hi(k) are N point DFT's of xj(n), y 1 (n), s1(n), i(n) respec-

tively. Because the multiplying DFT coefficients corresponds to circular convolution, it is

crucial to identify portions in i(n) free of circular aliasing. in order to get valid samples

of si(n). Although the FFT size N in the optimal overlap-save method ( the case where

the least size for the same effect ) is N = L points long I , we are allowed to use a bigger

FFT size N L , particularly N = L + M - 1 for simplicity here.

The first M-1 samples in Si(n) must be discarded, because they are the result of the

circular aliasing, so do not properly depend on the last M point input data xi _1(n), y -i(n )

from the i-1 th frame. Likewise, ii (n ) n = L +1 - L +M -1 is not valid either, since they

should have further contribution from the next frame input data xj,(n), y,(n). Conse-

quently the middle portion of i,(n), for n =M , ... , L -1 corresponds to the correct convo-

lution of x (n ) and 5 (k ).

The above discussion of the size of the FFT buffer suggests that the size of FFT

should be large enough to make overlap-save processing convenient as well as avoid circu-

lar aliasing of the correlations. We will choose an FFT size N 22L . ( Remember that L M

to achieve the proper frequency resolution)

4.5.8. Smoothing effect

As shown in section 45.4., the size of the data length to be read for one frame, L

must satisfy L >>M . By choosing an FFT of length N 22L , to calculate the filter estimate

H,(k), the time domain sequence obtained by the inverse FFT of H, (k) is also N points

long. Since we assumed that the room impulse response is M ( :N ) points long, we should

make the length of estimated filter M points long by smoothing. An M points long filter
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has frequency resolution . Letting the filter be N points long leaves too much resolu-

tion, and leads to estimates with large variance. Smoothing is needed to reduce the filter

variance, and only retain a filter estimate of length M. We realize this smoothing in three

different ways.

The correct choice of the parameter a in the exponential average is one way to con-

trol smoothing. It performs the average of elements in the numerator and the denominator

1
of the filter estimate H,(k) over the past - frames.

Secondly, we smooth the auto power spectrum P., (k) and the cross spectrum P1 ,(k)

by tapering the corresponding correlation sequences with a Hanning window. Alterna-

tively, smoothing of these spectra can be achieved by multiplying a the data sections x (n),

f(n) by a Hanning window. In both cases, the window effectively averages the spectra

over adjacent frequency components. That window is called a smoothing window, since it

smooths the spectrum over several frequencies. Here we study the case in which a rec-

tangular or a Hanning window is applied to time correlation lags. Assume that the transfer

function h (n ) is at most M points long. Thus, the necessary frequency resolution is at least

2'r 2ir
M . It means that within -, the magnitude of H (w) does not change much. To leave a
M M

margin for error, we will try to achieve twice the necessary frequency resolution, that is

--. Let the length of a Hanning window be P ( odd number ). To achieve the frequency
M

resolution of for H, (k ), one needs the same resolution in P" (k ) and P, (k ). A Han-
M

4'r
ning window with full length P has a frequency resolution -, whereas a rectangular

2'w
window with full length P has --. Thus, P should be at least 4 times longer than M for a

P

hanning window case, on the other hand, in a rectangular window case, P should be 2
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times longer than M.

The final smoothing is to truncate i (n) in the time domain to exactly M points long

after taking the inverse N point DFT of Il (k). Even when the Hanning window is applied

to the spectra, the division of two DFT's in H, (k) causes circular aliasing. Thus the

sequence after taking the inverse N point DFT of Hi (k) is not still M points long, but N

points long. The truncation of sample points beyond M in i(n) is equivalent to applying a

rectangular window to hi(n). As mentioned in a later section, forcing the filter to be M

points long helps suppress circular aliasing in the final filter processing for i (n).

Let us discuss the effect of the smoothing window for the spectra. A smoothing win-

dow is effective in reducing the variance of the filter estimate. The variance of the filter

estimate is mainly dominated by the third term in equation (4552). Since x (n) and s (n)

are uncorrelated, the true value of the cross spectrum is zero. Therefore, the expectation

of the cross spectrum P (w) is zero, but the variance of our estimation of this quantity

is not zero. As the number of frames increases, averaging P (w) over multiple frames

reduces this variance. In order to further reduce the variance in each iteration, a smooth-

ing window is often used. It takes the average of P, (w) over adjacent frequency com-

ponents within one frame filter estimate.

One problem with using a smoothing window for the estimation of the filter is that

the estimated filter becomes biased. Although the bias problem already arises from section-

ing input data into frames, the smoothing window makes the problem worse. Thus the esti-

mate is not necessary updated toward the true filter in a strict sense, even if the distur-

bance signal ( the newscaster's voice ) is not present.

Another problem is that if the phase of H (k) fluctuates rapidly, then smoothing

P (k) will average across frequency samples with quite different phase, thus averaging
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the cross spectrum to zero regardless of its correct value. The phenomenon becomes

worse especially when the frequency response of the filter contains a large linear phase

shift caused by a large initial delay in the impulse response. For instance, suppose h (n ) is

a causal symmetric triangular sequence in Fig 4.7, with values:

0 nsno-1

n -no

h(n) -(n -2n-no) 1 nn0 +2n 1-1(496)

ni -no

0 n0 +2n1:Sn

with a no point delay and a big peak at n O-n 1-1. Then the Fourier transform H (W) is;

H (w) = exp(-j w(n0 +n ))H 1(() (4597)

where

H 1(w) = h(n )exp(-j wn) (4598)

and h (n) is a zero-phase symmetric triangular waveform. The magnitude and phase of

H (w) are given by;

IH (w) = IH 1(w)1 (4599)

arg [H (w)]= -w(no +n1 ) (45100)

In the DFT phase, this linear phase term, - (no + n ), produces periodic linear phase, seg-

2ir
ments wrapped in 21r, with a period of .

no +nl

Consequently, the drastic variation of the phase in the original h (n) comes from the

overall linear phase -w (n on i) module 2w. Thus, if windowing is used to smooth the filter

in the frequency domain, and the width of the window in the frequency domain is com-

2r
parable to no , then the averaging will give an estimate of Hi (k) 0. Thus the
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no MI n +

0 n0 - n o+n -1 n o+2 n i

Fg 4.7 An example of a sequenc coctalning delay time
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averaging range ( i.e. the frequency resolution ) should be at least 10 times smaller than

the period of the linear phase.

The room reverberation transfer function often contains an unknown long time delay

at the beginning of its impulse response. The time delay corresponds to the traveling time

of the acoustic signal over the distance from the loudspeaker to the microphone. For

example, a distance of 4 feet provides about 40 points of delay at a 10 KHz sampling rate.

The time delay increases in proportion to the distance. In the case of h (n) with 40 points

time delay , 60 points nj, and a total length for the impulse response is 1024 points, the

2'r 1 'r
width of the main lobe of a smoothing window should be below x 1 = - radians inWO XTO 500

order to be 10 times narrower than one full linear phase cycle. It follows that a Hanning

window, if used, will need a frequency resolution < , which implies a window
P 500'

length P >2000.

4.5.9. Linear Interpolation in the final estimate for the desired speech S1 (n).

There are some cases where the filter estimates i (n) from consecutive frames are

quite different from one another. This is the case, for example, if the true filter h(n)

varies drastically the exponential averaging parameter a is set to 1, and little overlap

between frames is used. Rapid changes in the filter estimate also occur during the initial

transient. Due to this rapid change of i/(n) from frame to frame, big mismatches in the

waveform S (n) at frame boundaries occur, which may cause a clicking type of noise. To

prevent this kind of noise, linear interpolation of the estimate s(n) is performed over a

range of T ( < ) points in the region where frames overlap.( See Fig 4.8)

When the middle portion of valid L -M +1 points is computed, the first F +T points

out of that valid portion are picked up and are multiplied with a equilateral trapezoid
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L-M-2
F T

T--... i+1 th

i- th i th

0 L-M-3

F

SF-(n

0 F-1

Fig 4.3 Linear Inttrpalatlan In the final esdtmate for S, (n)

(i) ? (n) ; A legitimate linear convolution portion of the filtering output, which is L-M-2

point long. ( The solid line is the current frame portion, dotted lines are adjacent

frame portions.)

(ii) w, (n ) ; A equilateral trapezoid window. Adjacent windows are overlapped in T

points.

(iii) S t, (n ) ; An output windowed by the trapezoid.

(iv) sA (n) ; The ultimate optimal speech estimate. The segments obtained in (iii) are added

up at each sample point.

(i)

(ii)

(iv)
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window. Each end region corresponding to the side of the trapezoid is overlapped with the

end region of the windowed output in the adjacent frame. In those overlapped regions, the

two linearly weighted adjacent frame outputs are interpolated. This interpolation provides

a smooth transition in the filter output in the T point region at frame boundaries.

4.5.10. Implementation of the algorithm

In this section, the entire algorithm for both the estimation process and the filtering

process will be presented in detail. We set several variables in the following way;

The length of the estimated filter (sample points ) M.

The number of data points to be read for each frame L ; L = 4M .

The size of FFT buffer ( sample points ) N ;N =2L > L +2M -2.

The length of a smoothing lag window P ( should be odd).

The shift of the frame ( sample points ) F.

The number of points for interpolating the estimates S(n) between overlapping

frames T.

[A] Set initial states 1O(k) =0,N 0 (k) =Do(k) =0.

[B] Perform a threshold test for the reference energy Jx1 (n) . If the energy is less than

the threshold V,1 then latch the value of the filter estimate from the previous frame

for the current estimate, go to [E]. Otherwise, go to [C].

[C] Estimate &21(k ). ( See Fig 45 )

[C-1] Read the i th frame L point data x (n), y (n),n=0, ... , L -1. This is equivalent

to picking them up with a rectangular window.
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[C-2] Concatenate L point x, (n) to the last M-1 point data of the i-1 th frame xi _(n),

and make L +M -1 point i (n),n=-M +2,.. ., L -1.

[C-3] Padding N -(L +M -1) zeros to 11 (n), take the N point DFT of Ij (n ), denoting

the result as X 5 (k).

[C-4] Multiply X, (k ) with the DFT of the previous frame filter estimate, HI._1(k), then

obtain di(n) by

dG(k) =X 1 (k),6_.1(k) (45101)

[C-5] Take the N point IDFT of dG (k), denoting the result as ji (n). However, the first

M-1 points and the last M-1 points in j(n) do not represent the valid linear con-

volution of the signal x (n) with h 1 .. (n). The correct portion is from n =0 to

L -1. Make jI,(n)

g,(n) =j1 (n) (45.102)

[C-6]Subtract g I,(n) from y (n),n=0, ... , L -1. The remainder is an L point sequence

s, (n), a pre-estimate for the desired speech.

[C-7] Take N point DFT of the L point sequence s (n), denoted as S5 (k ). Compute the

squared magnitude of ,(k), 15(k) 12.

[C-8] Take the N point IDFT of , (k) 12, obtaining the correlation sequence R,,,,(m).

Multiply a P ( an odd number ) point Hanning window by the correlation

sequence, and then take the N point DFT of the resultant sequence, to get a

smooth power spectral density .2, (k).

[D] Estimate the filter H5 (k)

[D-1] Take the N point DFT of x, (n), padding with N-L point zeros, and denote it as

X 1(n).
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[D-2]Calculate the current frame power spectral density estimate P, (k ),

1.
P A(k) =-X *(k )X(k) (45103)

also calculate the current frame cross power spectral density estimate P , (k),

P ,(k) = X *(k)S,(k) (45.104)

[D-3]Smooth the current frame power spectral density estimates.( See Fig 49 Take the

N point IDFT of PLXL (k), P , (k), denoting the resultant correlation sequences

as R 1 (m), R ,(m), respectively. They are both 2L-1 point sequences, so there is

no circular aliasing in those N point sequences. Apply a P point Hanning win-

dow to those correlation sequences. Take the N point DFT of the windowed

correlation sequences to get smooth power spectral density estimates, P, (k)

P 5 (k)

[D-4]Calculate the smooth cross power spectral density estimate P,,,(k) by

Pi ,(k) =P 2 (k) +Ji1.. (k)P, (k) (45105)

[D-5]Using &2 (k ) calculated in [C], the estimated filter is

(1-a)N . 1(k) + GPx, (k )/&;(k)
N,(k ) =(45.106)

(1-a)DI .j(k) + zPaf (k )/I (k )

[D-6]Smooth H, (k). Take the N point IDFT of H, (k), to get an N point filter i (n).

Truncate the last N-M point of 91 (n), so that now fi (n) is an M point filter. This

truncation is equivalent to the smoothing in a frequency domain. Take the N

point DFT of hi (n), to get the ultimate estimate H,(k).

[E] Filtering process to obtain the estimate S^,(n) for the desired speech.( See Fig 4.6)
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[E-1] Multiply the DFT of the current frame reference speech X1 (k) by H$j(k) to

obtain G,(k ),

Gi(k) =X,(k )Hi(k) (45.107)

[E-2]Take the N point IDFI of G1 (k). The resultant sequence gi(n) has valid data

corresponding to the linear convolution, from n=M-1 to n=L-1.

[E-3]Subtract g,(n) from yi(n) for n:=M-1 to n=L-1, and obtain an L-M-1 point

optimal speech estimate, S4A (n ) n =0, ... , L -M

f,(n) =yi(n -M +1)-g(n -M +1),n=0, . . .,L -M (45108)

[E-4]Smooth the desired speech estimate si(n) across frame boundaries. Multiply

s -,(n ) by an F +T long trapezoidal window w,, (n), (See Fig 4.8 )

T

wt,(n)= 1 T +1sn sF (45109)

(T-F +1 F +1Sn :5F +T

thus getting an F +T point sequence i--j (n),

si4(n) =,(n) w,.(n) (45.110)

[E-5]Add the the previous frame windowed sequence sS~I~ (n) for the last T points

and the current windowed sequence s), (n) for the first T points. Keep the next

F points as is ;

s(n ) + S t (n +F) 0s n T
,(n) = T+1sn sF +T

[E-6] Denote the first F points in s il (n), as si (n). The last T points in S "4.(n ) are saved

to use in step [E-5] for the next frame. Go to [B]
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4.5.11. Performance measures for the algorithms

In order to understand both the limitations and advantages of these algorithms in the

broadcast room problem, a study was performed on synthetic data with a known room

reverberant linear system and a known newscaster's voice. In this section, we define and

discuss several performance measures for analyzing the proposed estimation and filtering

methods. They include the filter deviation y, the noise reduction measure p, the signal-

noise-ratio SNRW, and the signal improvement measure P. y, p, SNR_, can be monitored

in synthetic data experiments, but not in real experiments, for in real experiments one

does not know either the true transfer function or the newscaster's voice in advance. The

signal improvement measure can be monitored in both cases.

Each measure indicates different aspects of the performance of the algorithms,

although they are closely related with each other.

The filter deviation measure -y

The filter deviation measure y is the ratio ( expressed in DB ) of the energy of the

error in the filter coefficients to energy in the true filter coefficients;

M -1
y4 &h2(n)

y=10 loglo R (45112)
M h 2(n)

n=O

where

Ah (n) h (n) - (n),n =0, . . ., M -1 (45.113)

Applying Parseval's theorem,

f ( ) 12( d w

y = 10 log 10  (45114)

l IHf ()1 2 d
21
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where H (w), AH (w) are the Fourier transforms of h (n), h (n )-1(n). Using N point DFT's

of h(n),h (n)-(n),

N -1
IAH (k)1 2

k =0
y- =10logi N-1 (45.115)

I H (k)1 2

k =0

y is useful to characterize how well the estimate I.(n) approximates the true transfer

function. Also y can be interpreted as the expected noise reduction when the reference

signal and desired speech are white noise. If the reference signal x (n) and the uncorre-

lated desired speech s (n ) are assumed to be white noise, then y is on average a function of

three system parameters, the total number of the observed data points N,,,., the number

of points in the impulse response M, and the signal-to-noise ratio in the primary signal8

1 whit, noi.,e inP =10logio + SNR, (45.16)

For the case of speech signal, where x (n) and s (n) are not white, the relationship of y to

the signal-to-noise ratio and the filter parameters can not derived as easily.

The noise reduction measure p

The noise reduction measure is defined as

2,rfIAH (W)X (W) 12d w

p = 10 logj -- (45.117)

f H (w)X (m1d (a

In the DFT expression, it is

N -1r IAH (k)X (k) 12
k =0 4Mp = 10log10 N -11(118)

I I(k )X (k )12
k=0
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p is interpreted as the ratio of the energy of the remaining interfering signal in the

output, to the energy of the filtered version of the interfering signal in the primary signal.

For white noise signal x(n), since IX(k)12 is constant on average, the measure y is

equivalent to p on average. For non-white stationary or non-stationary signals like speech,

p is a much superior indication of the performance in the interfering signal cancellation.

Because the ultimate purpose of the noise cancellation for the broadcast room problem is

not to obtain equally good filter estimates 1 (k) at every frequency, but to cancel the

interfering speech as much as possible to obtain a good desired signal estimate S(n), it is

sufficient to have a good estimate of the system H (k ) only at frequencies where the input

signal energy X (w) is large. In a frequency region where the reference signal X (k) is

greatly attenuated, there is no information in the primary signal about the behavior of the

system h (n). In that frequency region, no system identification technique can offer reliable

identification for the system function h (n). Fortunately, in such a frequency region, it is

not as important to have very good estimates of H (w), since any error will not greatly

affect the estimate of S(k) frequencies. Consequently a frequency weighted measure of

performance such as p is desirable, since p emphasizes the importance of these frequencies

where X (w) is large and deemphasizes the importance of those frequencies where X (w) is

small.

One caution is that neither y nor p accurately measure the subjective quality of the

algorithm. The reason is that even though y in the white noise input case, or p in the

speech signal case, may appear very good, the output signal may still sound unacceptable if

the signal-to-noise ratio in the output is poor.

The signal-to-noise ratio in output SNRw

Since the subjective quality will correspond to the signal-to-noise ratio, it is useful to
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monitor the signal-to-noise ratio in the output signal;

Y. Is(n) 12

SNR = 10 log, (4.119)
Md 0101VIs(n) -(n)121

Here in the denominator s (n )-s(n) represents the remaining interfering signal in the out-

put, namely, (h(n)h(n))* x (n)

Now we explain the relation of the noise reduction p and SNR... Define the signal-

to-noise ratio in the primary signal;

SIs (n) 12

SNR , = 10 too I (45.120)
Ix (n)* h (n() 2

It follows that the noise reduction p is the difference between SNRpd and SNR.

p = SNRPrd - SNRO (45.121)

The signal improvement measure P

The signal improvement measure 0 is one of the few measures available in real

experiments with recorded speech in a real room. The definition is,

Y4 ly (n) 12'

s1 =1logo " (45.22)
y, IS(n )12

1:Is (n )+x (n) )* h (n) 12

10log Is (n )+x (n)* (h (n)-h (n))j2  (45.23)

This is not a particularly good performance measure, since it can not distinguish the con-

tribution of loud s (n) from the contribution due to the filter estimation error.
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Chapter 5 Empirical Results

5.1. Introduction

In the preceding chapter, we have proposed two different estimation methods for

non-stationary signal cases. As mentioned there, the first method (the method of averaging

the transfer function estimate over frames (ATFE)) is not a desirable algorithm because it

has the high variance. Thus we will concentrate on evaluating the second method ( the

method of averaging the spectrum weighted with the value of the reciprocal of the

optimal speech power spectral density estimate (AWSE)) in this chapter.

To investigate the performance of the second algorithm, we study several experi-

ments. The experiments are divided into two major categories. The first category is a syn-

thetic case, where we implement the system identification model Fig. 42 and simulate the

primary speech by filtering the known reference speech through the known transfer func-

tion h (n) and adding speech s (n). Then we process both reference speech and primary

speech with the proposed algorithm and examine how well it estimates the h (n ), as well as

how well it restores the newsman's speech.

The other category is a real case, where we recorded reference speech and primary

speech in an experiment in an actual room environment. Therefore neither an exact sys-

tem function nor the newsman's speech are known in advance. This second category tests

the performance of the algorithm in reality.

In the case of synthetic data, two types of time-invariant system functions are used to

simulate the room. The first is merely a 32 point delayed delta function, the second is a

1024 point room impulse response, which is experimentally measured in a particular room.

Here we must note that, a room reverberation system, we have called in this thesis is
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not only a pure room reverberation, but the overall system function including equipment

characteristics, because the actual relation of the reference signal and the primary signal

depend on the overall system.

We first discuss how this room impulse response was measured. Next we analyze what

we expected to observe in a series of experiments. The result and discussion of experi-

ments are presented.

5.2. The methodology for measuring a room reverberation transfer function

A room configuration

The room used for acquiring experimental data was an ordinary office room as shown

in Fig 5.1. The room shape is almost rectangular, and its size is approximately 10x20'xl'.

All four walls are made of plaster board, the ceiling is composed of acoustic paneling tiles,

and the floor consists of tiles on concrete. The office contained a typical collection of

acoustically reflecting objects, including several desks, chairs, sofa and shelves.

Equipment setting and experimental procedure

One method for measuring the transfer function in a room from the reference

loudspeaker to the microphone, is to generate an impulse with short pulse width, feeding it

into the loudspeaker, and then collecting an impulse response measured by the micro-

phone.

Since we are interested in a frequency region of up to 5 KHz for speech, the pulse

width of the impulse should be within 200 psec . We used a 100 psec width pulse for all

the experiment. The equipment used was placed in the room as illustrated in Fig 5.1. We

chose the distance between the loud speaker and the microphone to be 4 feet.

The Fig 52 shows the whole procedure from recording to digitizing. After both input
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and output of the reverberation system were recorded on each channel of a stereo audio

tape, we mixed both signals into a single channel, processed with an anti-aliasing filter,and

digitized it at a 10 KHz sampling frequency with 12 bits. The purpose of mixing the input

pulse and the output response is to obtain information on the room delay time. The input

impulse is so short that mixing does not corrupt the room impulse response and it is easy

to calculate the initial delay time from the beginning of the impulse input to the beginning

of the room response.

Results

Fig 53 shows the data sequence after digitizing the mixed signal, containing the input

impulse and its response. The reason why the first signal, the input impulse, does not look

like an impulse, seems to be due to the anti-aliasing filter frequency characteristics. In

order to confirm this explanation, we fed a 100 sec wide impulse, generated by a pulse

generator, into the input of the anti-aliasing filter, and measured the response. Fig 54

shows the resultant 256 point impulse response of the anti-aliasing filter used in digitizing

and the 10 log magnitude of its 40% point DFT. On the other hand, Fig 55 represents the

50 point input pulse picked up from Fig. 53 and the 10 log magnitude of its 4096 point

DFT. This "pulse" has a transform whose magnitude is almost flat up to 5 KHz, but whose

phase is non-zero. It means that this input sequence is desirable as an impulse and that the

resultant response to this pulse can be regarded as a correct impulse response except for

phase. Comparing Fig 5.4 with Fig 55 , one concludes that both have similar time

sequences, suggesting that the cause of the shape change in the pulse sequence is the

characteristic of the anti-aliasing filter.

Fig 53 suggests that the impulse response in this particular room has significant

energy in the first 01 sec (1000 points), and that beyond 01 sec no meaningful data are
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present, except for 60 Hz huMa noise contamination. Therefore we choose the first 1024

points as the impulse response, discarding the rest of data,

Fig 5.6 (a) shows only the dominant 1024 point room impulse response after carefully

eliminating the input pulse portion and truncating beyond the 1025 th point. The initial

time delay due to the direct path distance is 49 msec. The 4096 point DFT of this 1024

point sequence in Fig 5.6 (a) is illustrated in Fig 5.6 (b),(c). The fact that the impulse

response is approximately 1024 points, implies that the required frequency resolution of

the transfer function is at least 10 Hz.

Strictly speaking, the impulse response shown in Fig 5.6 (a) represents the combined

impulse response of the entire audio chain, including the audio amplifier, the speaker, the

microphone system, the timing marker, the pure room reverberation system, the anti-

aliasing filter, and the transmitting cables. Since in the real broadcasting situation, h(n)

should represent the overall system function, we must also model the overall system as

shown in Fig 52, instead of the pure room reverberation characteristics.

5.3. Speech data acquisition

5.3.1. Speech samples for synthetic experiments

The reference speech is 14 sec long with sentences in Japanese uttered by a female.

The newsman's speech is another 14 sec long with sentences in English uttered by a male.

These two sentences are completely different so that they may be considered uncorrelated

signals. Two speech signals are recorded on each channel of a audio tape separately, then

digitized into files on the computer system respectively. Each speech signal is first low-

pass filtered to 4690 Hz to prevent aliasing, then sampled at a 10 KHz sampling frequency

with a 12 bit analog-to-digital converter.
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In the experiments, the primary speech signal ( the microphone signal ) is synthesized

by adding the newsman's speech to a version of the reference speech filtered with a simu-

lated room acoustic reverberant transfer function. Two types of synthetic transfer func-

tions are used to systematically exercise the noise canceler. One is merely a 32 point

delayed delta function 8(n -32), the other is a complicated 1024 point long impulse

response, which was experimentally measured in a real room. A detailed description of

how to measure the actual room transfer function was given in the previous section 52.

53.2. Speech samples for actual data

In this second category, the primary speech is collected in a real experiment. The

experiment performed in a confined room.

The room used for the experiment is a office room of the size approximately

10 >20xO10, with plaster walls, a tile floor, and an acoustic paneling ceiling.( See section 52.

) Because of the substantial sound absorption at the ceiling and walls, the reverberation

time (the duration of an impulse response) of the room was rather short, around 0.1 sec.

Although h (n) is not known exactly, it ought to be similar to the 1024 point transfer

function used in the synthetic experiments. The reason is that the primary speech here was

recorded in the same room with the exactly the same audio equipment setting, immedi-

ately after the experiment for the acquisition of the 1024 point room impulse response had

been performed. Therefore the room environment in the experiment is almost same as

described in the section 52. Two loud speakers are set in the room. One for the reference

speech is placed around 4 feet away from a microphone, whereas the other for the

newsman's speech sits at the microphone. ( Although in the original broadcasting room

problem, the newsman's speech is given by a real person, we substitute a loudspeaker for a

real person for the convenience.)
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The 14 sec long Japanese sentence on the audio tape is played out from the reference

speech loudspeaker at the same time as the 14 sec long English sentence by a male on

another audio tape is delivered from the optimal speech loudspeaker. Both sentences are

the same ones used for the synthetic data case in the synthetic experiments.

Both the collected microphone signal and the original reference signal are recorded

on separate channels of tape. Both the microphone signal and the interference signal are

digitized separately and stored in individual files. In order to make it easy to find the time

origin for time alignment in both speech files, a timing marker is used to put pulse-shape

marks in both channels simultaneously.

The Fig 5.7 shows the overall system for recording primary speech data acquisition.

The algorithm in the computer reads the two digitized data files as input data, thus the

transfer function h (n) to be estimated in the problem represents the overall transfer func-

tion through the whole data transmission path, from the reference file to the primary file,

that is, the loud speaker for the reference, the pure room reverberant system, the micro-

phone, the timing marker, the tape recorder, and the anti-aliasing filter.

54. Theoretical analysis

Before the actual empirical data are presented, several issues expected to occur are

discussed in this section. These issues are of importance especially for the interpretation of

the synthetic experimental data. We discuss the behavior of the algorithm in terms of two

aspects, the behavior of the filter estimate and the behavior of the estimated newsman's

speech.

54.1. The behavior of the filter estimate

The effect of the finite length frame on the filter estimate.
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In the section 453 we discussed the convergence property of the filter estimate for

the ideal case with approximately infinite length frames. We showed that in this case, with

all the data in the past frames contributing to the estimation process, with approximately

infinite length frames, without any type of smoothing windows, and without any

newsman's voice, the proposed algorithm converges to the true value immediately.

First we study the effect of the finite length frame data on the filter estimate in a

practical case. The finite length frame causes two major types of degradation in the filter

estimate. They include circular aliasing and the bias effect on the estimate. Using finite

length DFT's is convenient for manipulating data, but multiplying or dividing such finite

length transforms will cause circular aliasing. The bias effect is due to using a finite

length window for sectioning input data into finite frames, a smoothing window for spec-

tra P 1 (k ), Pi (k), and a truncation operation ( multiplying by a rectangular window ) on

the filter estimate after the division of the spectra. The effects cause the filter estimate to

approach some biased value, and not the value of the true filter, even if all data in the past

are taken into account to estimate the current filter, that is CK 0 . In addition, since a is

usually bigger than zero to allow adaptation to possible changes of the transfer function,

only a finite amount of data in the past frames contributes to the estimate. Thus the esti-

mate never converges to any value in a strict sense on the frequency point basis. The cir-

cular aliasing also causes degradation of the estimate, since it does not provide the exact

filter value even if there is no newsman's voice all the time.

However it is expected that the estimate goes toward the true filter on average to

some extent, if parameters in algorithm are chosen appropriately so that the effect of the

two major causes of degradation of the estimate are reduced. The minimization of time

aliasing effect would be attained by setting the data length read for each frame L and the
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M
length of the filter M to satisfy M<< 0.1. The bias of the window is moderated by care-

fully choosing the window. For example, a window with high sidelobes but a narrow main

lobe, like a rectangular window, produces a filter estimate with heavy sidelobe leakage

near frequencies with large energy in the input signals. On the contrary, a window like a

Hanning window has low sidelobes but a broad main lobe, which tends to uniformly distri-

bute a small amount of bias.

The measures defined in the section 4511 are indicators for the global behavior of

the algorithm in a sense that they show only the physical quantity summed over all the

frequency. Due to the on-average convergence property of the algorithm, they are one

kind of data representation for the experiment data.

The rate of improvement In the filter estimate.

If we assume that the result of the convergence property in the section 453, can be

approximately applied to the finite length frame case, then the current frame estimate is

expressed in the form of

P1 3 (k)

115(k) = H,_.(k)+q;(k )(H (k) - fig,(k)) + qi(k) P(k) (5.41)

When the newsman's voice is not present at all, the third term vanishes, then the rate of

the improvement in the filter estimate is controlled by qj (k ) where,

a PX (k )1f2 (k)
qi(k) = (5.42)

(1-a)D _1(k ) + a Pz (k )/ 2 ;(k)

a PZ (k p|2i (k
Di(k) (543)

In turn the q5 (k ) is determined by two basic parameters, the exponential average parame-

ter a, and the energy of the spectrum of x (n ) .
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For a small value of a ( 0 ), the amount of data to be considered for the estimate

becomes almost equivalent to all the data in the past frames, and the variance of the esti-

mate becomes small. Thus the estimate converges to some value, thought not necessarily to

the true filter owing to the bias factor. However a small value of a allows only very slow

adaptation to possible changes of the true filter. Clearly, the trade off is necessary between

the adaptive ability of the estimate and the low variance of the estimate, for the selection

of the value a. Moreover, the formula for q (k) in equation (5.42) suggests that the fol-

lowing conjuncture. Assume that the newsman's voice is not present all the time, and also

assume that a fair amount of data is observed, so that D,_ 1(k) has reached to be a steady

state. Then, D, _(k) would be about the same order of magnitude as P 1 (k )/c 2 (k). Then

the denominator would become approximately P1 (k )/cr2(k). This leads to q,(k) - c,

which implies that a determines the speed of improvement.

The effect of the presence of the newsman's voice on the filter estimate.

Now we consider the effect of the newsman's speech to the rate of the improvement.

In this case, the current estimate is given in equation (541). The speed of the improve-

ment will be still controlled by the second term of the equation, and will be determined by

ot and ratio of the reference energy to the newsman's speech energy, P. (k )/P, (k ). Sup-

pose that at a frequency k the current frame has large energy in the newsman's speech

Si (k ), or small energy in the reference speech Xi (k ) . Then the denominator is dominated

by the non zero first term, whereas the numerator goes near zero, leading to q! (k ) ~ 0.

Therefore, the algorithm does not rely on the current information at the frequency k. On

the other hand, if the current frame has small energy of the newsman's voice, but has

large energy of the reference at a frequency k, then q, (k) becomes near 1, which is the

best improvement rate. The third term is the fluctuation term to the filter estimate. Since
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xi (n) is uncorrelated with s (n), then the expectation of the third term is zero, whereas its

variance depends on the number of the frames used for the current frame estimate. The

P,, (k)1
variance of one frame is roughly 0, and for - frames, it goes down to zero in

P i(k) a

1
proportion to -. Thus the third term never vanishs except when a =0

Measures y, and p.

To visualize the rate of the improvement in the filter estimate, y and p calculated for

each frame will be plotted in figures with time on the horizontal axis. p is the noise reduc-

tion, and the filter estimation achieves smaller filter deviation y at frequencies where

P,i(k ) Pxi(k )
has large energy than at frequencies where has small energy. If the

Ps (k) P,, (k)

reference has a flat spectrum, then y is equivalent to p. But if the reference has non flat

spectrum, then p achieves better values than y.

54.2. The behavior of the estimated newsman's speech

Since the estimated filter never becomes the true filter in the practical case, then the

estimated newsman's speech s:(n) in the algorithm consists of the true newsman's signal

s,(n) and the residue error due to filter mismatch, (h(n) - A(n))* x,(n), i.e.,

Si(n) =si(n) +(h(n) -hj(n))* xj(n) (5.4.4)

One possible problem caused by the residue error may happen when the reference speech

to be removed is small, but a large mismatch in the filter estimate exists. In that case,

although xi (n) is small, the residue error grows large. Consequently, the residue error may

become larger than the original reference signal in the primary hi (n)* x (n). This means

that the algorithm does not subtract the reference signal ( noise ) but actually adds addi-

tional noise signal to the primary. It results in worse SNR, than SNRPr, and positive
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values of noise reduction.

The effect of the residue signal on the sound quality of the estimated newsman's

speech may result in artifacts in the newsman's speech, not just the superimposed noise to

that speech. The estimated filtered S.f(n) is expressed as

ii(n) =yj(n) - h,(n)* xj(n) (5.4.5)

it is not obvious that true newsman's signal si(n) can be degraded by the estimation and

the filtering process, since the above equation shows that sj(n) is never processed by the

estimated filter. However the fact that the filter estimate i(n) depends on not only x (n)

but also y, (n), suggests that si (n) in yj (n ) affects the estimate i (n ) implicitly. This argu-

ment is supported by the proposed algorithm which pre-estimates the power spectrum

&2 (k) first from x, (n ) and y, (n), then uses the pre-estimate for the filter estimation. The

extreme example is the case that only one frame of xi (n) and yj (n) are used for the filter

estimate as follows :

Jii(k) = (5.4.6)
P (k)

=1 (k) 
(54.7)

Xj(k)

Then the estimated newsman's voice is;

$ (k) =YL(k) -$H,(k)Xj (k) =0 (5.4S)

It apparently means that all the newsman's voice has actually been incorporated into the

filter estimate. Thus the resultant filter estimate completely degrades the newsman's speech

to zero. This argument suggests that the newsman's voice may be affected even when

averaging over multiple frames is used.

Another problem is that if the true filter contains initial delay time, the circular alias-

ing in the estimated filter degrades the output speech. In time delay portion, the estimated
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values are not zeros, which causes reverberant effect in the residue signal.

5.5. Empirical Result and discussions

5.5.1. Setting values of parameters for experiments

We set the values of parameters in the algorithm to be suitable for a 1024 point room

impulse response, even in the case of the 32 delayed delta function, since we are interested

in using the 32 point delta function as an analytical simple example for more complicated

filter cases. The parameter values chosen appropriate for a 1024 point room impulse

response are called a "standard setting" in this whole chapter. They are; the FFT size is N

= 8192 points, the data read in each frame is L = 4096 points sectioned by a 4096 point rec-

tangular window, the filter length M = 1024, the frame shift F is 2048 points (50% over-

lapped). The correlation window is a 4097 points Hanning window, a=0.25, the interpola-

tion range T is 1024. The reason for assigning those values to the standard setting parame-

ters is as follows:

Since we assume that the true filter length could be up to 1024 points, M is 1024. To

reduce the end effect of sectioning data, it is ideal to choose L >>10xM , leading to

L=10240 points. However the most dominant part of the 1024 point impulse response is the

first 400 points. This suggests that end effects will be caused primarily by the first 400

points. Short data frames are also desirable to make the assumption of stationarity of the

transfer function in the frame valid. To compromise between these two factors, we chose

L = 4096 ( L = 4M ). A rectangular window for sectioning data is used although a Han-

ning window might have led to more uniformly distributed bias.

To avoid the circular aliasing in the multiplication between two DFT's of 4096 point

time sequences for the calculation of spectra P, (k) and P,,(k ), a 8192 FFT buffer is
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appropriate. (In practice, smaller FFT buffer sizes may be used, since the 4000 th point

correlation lag is assumed to be small enough to cause negligible circular aliasing) How-

ever this 8192 FFT buffer is still not long enough to theoretically avoid the circular alias-

ing when the division of two 8192 DFT is computed to obtain i (k) In practice, this cir-

cular aliasing seems to be significant, and it never vanishes no matter how big the FFT size

would be.

As for the smoothness of the filter, to estimate a 1024 point filter sequence, one needs

to retain frequency resolution of at least 10 Hz. For extra margin, one may keep 5 Hz

resolution during the calculation. Since the frame data length is 4096, containing 25 Hz

frequency resolution, one need to smooth the filter estimate in several ways in order to

reduce the variance of the estimate.

One way is to smooth spectra P"XA (k) P (k). This is realized by applying the 4097

point Hanning window to the inverse DFT of these spectra. This Hanning window retains

5 Hz frequency resolution during the calculation. It corresponds to averaging adjacent 5

DFT coefficients in the 8 K FFT buffer. It equivalently offers 5 Hz frequency resolution.

This 5 point cosine averaging is short enough to allow for one period of phase change

within -2- due to the linear phase factor of about 100 points delay. Thus 5 point smooth-50

ing would not cause degradation in phase information.

Another way to achieve smoothing is to apply a 1024 point rectangular window to the

inverse DFT of the current filter estimate Il (k), truncating the sample points beyond the

1025 th point. This cuts off a large amount of the circular aliasing, causing substantially

reduced reverberation of the residue signal in the output.

The third smoothing method is controlled by the value of a, which also affects the

adaptive rate of the algorithm. a controls the number of frames whose data the current
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filter estimate is based on. In the experiments, a is chosen as 025, thus approximately the

data of the last four frames are relied on by the estimation for each frame. This value is

rather large for a time-invariant filter.

The size of shift of the rectangular window used for reading input data for the

current frame , F, is 2048 ( 50 % overlap ). The values of F and a determine the rate of

the adaptation, the time which it takes to adapt itself from an old state to a new state,

when the true filter changes instantaneously at a certain time. This is approximately F

sample points. In this particular value setting, the time of the adaptation rate is about 08

sec.

The interpolation range T is determined to smooth connection of two adjacent frame

outputs, since the estimated newsman's speech from the different filter estimates for two

adjacent frames may not often connect with each other smoothly, causing a clicking type

of noise. The value T ought to be chosen in order to suppress the noticeable clicking noise.

In the experiments, T is defined as 1024. It means 512 points at both ends of 2048 point

output for each frame are interpolated with corresponding data in adjacent frames.

In experiments shown here, the parameter values are a standard setting, unless it

states otherwise explicitly.

5.5.2. The synthetic data Test 1

In test 1, we examine cases where no newsman's speech is present in the primary

speech for the whole time duration. This study gives insight into how the proposcd algo-

rithm adapts to the ultimate transfer function from the initial state of (n) =0. Also it

shows the ultimate performance of the estimation process for the room transfer function,

since no disturbance signal ( newsman's speech signal ) is present to confuse the estimator.
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32-point delta function

A 32-point delayed delta function has a transform with uniform magnitude of 1 and

linear phase. (See Fig 5.8 (a),(b),(c).) The important issues in analying the algorithm per-

formance are to measure how windowing and aliasing degrade the estimates as well as exa-

mining the adaptation rate of the algorithm when 1(n) stars from zero.

The result of the algorithm is given in the case with h (n )=8(n -32) and no newsman's

speech s (n ) = 0. The primary speech is the 32 point delayed version of reference speech.

The parameters for the algorithm (N, L, e.t.c.) are chosen as standard values. SNR in the

primary is minus infinity, since there is no newsman's speech. The noise canceler should

get rid of the 32 point version of the reference speech from the primary, leaving nothing

in the output.

The noticeable phenomenon due to the end effect in the result of this section would

be a slow speed of the improvement in the filter estimate. If the frame length is approxi-

mately infinite without any smoothing window, then the first frame estimate can hit on the

values of true filter, and then the rest frame estimates locks on that true value for ever.

Thus in this case it converges immediately.

The Fig 59 shows that the deviation of the filter estimate -y, decreases monotonously.

According to the derivation of the filter estimate and ignoring end effects caused by finite

frame length, the filter estimate error AHl (k) = H (k ) -i (k ) is

H (k ) -fii(k ) = H(k )- Ii I_1(k )+qj (k )(H (k ) -fi _-1(k ))(5.5.1)

= (1-q5 (k ))(H (k) -F 1 _1(k)) (552)

where

czPy(k )Ifr2 ;(k )
q,(k ) =P X k /2 , (55.3)

(1,-a)DI 1(k ) +a Pxii(k; )/2i(k)
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Fg 5.8 (a) The 32 point delayed delta function h (n) = 8(n -32)
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Therefore the frame estimate error for the current frame is

AHj(k) =(1-qj(k ))AHg _1(k) (55.4)

The measure -y, for the current frame is expressed in terms of the AH, (k)

N -1
SIAH(k)12

k =0
-Y = 10 log10 N-i (555)

I IH (k) 1 2

k=O

N -1
Y, (1 -q,(k))2 IAHi, (k )12

10 log10  N -1 (55.6)

1 IH (k) 12
k =0

Just assume both reference and desired speech are white noise, then on average

qj (k) = a = constant (55.7)

Thus,

-yI = 10 logio( - C)2+ - (55S)

The improvement in the filter deviation for one step ( from the i-I th frame to the i th

frame ) is 10 log1o(1 - a)2. This represents the absolute value of the tangent in the filter

deviation curve at the frame number i. Since a=025, the improvement is approximately -3

DB per frame. For speech case, however, the theoretical computation of the rate of

improvement on -y, is impossible, because the filter deviation varies with how much energy

the reference signal has for the entire period of observation, and that energy depends on

utterances of speech. Nevertheless, the asymptotic behavior of the rate is expected be also

a constant a. According to the result shown in the Fig 59, the filter deviation begins with

-8 DB at the first frame, and achieves the largest improvement from the first frame to the

second frame. Beyond the second frame the behavior of -y shows that the tangent of the

curve decreases and seems to approach a constant slope of approximately -01 DB per
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frame. Consequently it attains -17 DB at the end of the 14 sec. Apparently, the rate is

much slower than the ideal noise case.

The result shows that the noise reduction curve varies rapidly frame by frame. The

reason is that the contribution of the reference speech in the primary, that is the denomi-

nator of p in the following equation

N -1

W 1A1(k)X (k) 12

k =0(59
pi = 10 1og 10 N- (5.9)

Y4 1H (k )X (k) )12
k =0

changes drastically, even though in the numerator the filter error AHi(K) is not changing

very rapidly. This effect is noticeable in frames with small energy of the reference speech.

If there is no reference filtered signal in the primary to be eliminated, then the noise

reduction is poor. Notice that in frame number 5, 6, from 16 through 20, from 28 through

30, 36, from frame 55 to 57, there happen to be no interfering speech ( reference speech ),

and the noise reduction p is mediocre. Whereas in frames where interfering speech is

present, the noise reduction improves, because the noise canceler tries to remove the sub-

stantial interfering speech from the primary. However, the overall trend of that curve

goes down, and achieves -45 DB noise reduction at the end of 14 sec speech, because the

filter estimate becomes better. The algorithm adapts the filter estimate to the true filter as

the amount of the observation (input data ) increases with time.

An informal subjective listening evaluation of the output speech indicates that the

reference speech is considerably removed and that especially in the latter half of the 14

sec speech, it leaves almost nothing but the quantization noise from computation in the

output speech. However, in the first 7 sec of speech, the remaining signal in the output (

the residue signal ) contains a small amount of reverberating sound. Probably the cause is
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the circular aliasing produced by non-zero sample points beyond the 34 th point to the

1024 th point in the filter estimate, since the estimated filter length M is set to 1024. If one

set the filter length in the algorithm to the correct value, M=32, then -y and p improved

substantially.

One notices that during frames where the reference speech is almost zero, like frame

number 5 and 6, etc, the filter deviation retains its previous values. This is because the

algorithm performs a threshold test on the energy of the reference speech. If the energy

of the reference speech is below the threshold value set up in advance, then the algorithm

does not use the information from that frame for the filter update and just latches the pre-

vious frame estimate. Here the threshold is set to 125. ( As reference, the usual energy of

speech as compared with this algorithm is around 400.)

Fig 510 shows the filter estimate in the frequency domain in the 35 th frame. Fig 510

(a) is the magnitude of the filter estimate in a frequency domain, and Fig 510 (b) is the

phase. Fig 510 (c), show the error of the estimated filter from the real filter. Fig 5.10 (c) is

the magnitude of the error. Most of the error is caused at both extreme ends of the fre-

quency region, below 200 Hz and above 4690 Hz, where no substantial speech energy

exists. Therefore most of the error does not do harm to the noise canceler performance,

represented in the measurement p.

The 1024 point room Impulse response

The next example is a 1024 point room impulse response actually measured in a room.

The transfer function is shown in Fig 5.6 It shows the impulse response of the filter in the

time domain. Note that it is zero during the initial 49 points and its peak occurs around

sample point 100. This impulse response was measured in the room reverberation experi-

ment described in section 52
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The phase and magnitude of the filter's frequency response are shown in Fig 5.6

(b),(c). In order to simplify the comparison with the 32 point delayed delta function, the

overall gain of this 1024 point room impulse response is chosen so that the filtered ref er-

ence signal has approximately same energy as the reference signal.

Fig 5.11 shows the noise reduction p and the deviation of the estimate filter y. The

filter deviation y shows monotonic and gradual improvement, instead of an immediate lock

on the true filter. It drastically improves for the first 11 frames, where about -17 DB is

attained. After the frame 11, the rate of improvement is almost constant, except in frames

where the reference speech is not present, such as frame 16 to 20. The value of the con-

stant is about -0.1 per frame similar to that in the 32 point delayed delta function. Conse-

quently it achieves -21 DB at the end of the 14 sec long speech.

Now we comment on the difference between the filter deviation y of the 1024 point

actual room impulse filter case and that of the 32 point delayed delta function case. If we

compare both filter deviation curves, we notice that for frame 11 through 68, the deviation

curve of a complicated case - the 1024 point actual room impulse filter - is about 5 DB

better after 14 sec than that of a simple case - the 32 point delayed delta function case.

This apparent contradiction is probably explained by the following argument. Due to the

anti-aliasing low-pass filter in the conversion operation from analogue to digital, both the

reference speech and the 1024 point impulse response are bandlimited up to 4.69 KHz.

Since the primary speech is created by convolving the reference speech with a filter in the

computer, it does not contain the information above 4.69 KHz to 5.0 KHz . Because the

algorithm uses two speech signals, the reference and the primary, both having no informa-

tion above 4.69 KHz to 50 KHz, the filter estimate by the algorithm does not have valid

values in this high frequency region. Thus, values estimated in that region are totally ran-

dom. However, when they are smoothed with a Hanning window, these random values
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average to nearly zero. Then the filter estimate has small value in that high frequency

region.

On the other hand, the deviation of the filter estimate is calculated by

N -1
Yw H (k ) -H i(k 1|2

k =0

In the case of the 32 point delayed delta function, the true filter

h (n ) = S(n -32) (5511)

is generated in the computer, and this filter has substantial energy above 4.69 KHz. Thus

the error factor H (k)-H1 (k) becomes large in the frequency region above 4.69 KHz

since H (k) is still substantial but H(k) is small at this high frequency. Whereas in the

case of the 1024 long actual room impulse, H (k) is also band limited up to 4.69 KHz, and

it has small value in the high frequency region since H (k) is obtained through analogue to

digital conversion from the experimental data. Consequently the error factor in the high

frequency region in the 1024 point room response is still small. This difference makes the

deviation of the simple case worse than that of the complicated case. This conjuncture

proves true by computing in the case of the 32 point delayed delta function the filter esti-

mate error from 0 Hz to 4.69 KHz and obtaining the result that only 5 % of filter estimate

error comes from the frequency region below 469 KHz, whereas in the 1024 point filter

case, 85 % of the total filter estimate error comes from that region. If we compare two dif-

ferent transfer function in terms of the filter deviation up to 4.9 KHz, the 32 delayed

delta function achieves around -30 DB, while the 1024 point function remains -21 DB at

the end of 14 sec speech.

Fig 5.12 illustrates the filter estimate and filter error in the frequency domain. Fig 5.12
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(a), (b) show the magnitude, or phase of the filter estimate in the 35 th frame. It appears

almost the same as the true filter Fig 5.6 (b),(c). The error between the estimate and the

true filter in the 35 th frame is given in Fig 5.12 (c). One notices that the error occurs in

the both frequency end regions mostly.

For the noise reduction, the Fig 5.11 illustrates that p achieves below -30 DB at frame

number 11, where one can still hear the reference speech in the output, but that at the end

of 14 sec speech it retains below -40 DB, where you hardly hear the reference speech.

When p is compared with that in the 32 point delayed delta function case, there is no

difference in performance which they achieve on average in frames where there are much

of the reference speech. These frames with high energy reference speech are suitable for

legitimate filter estimation. However, in frames where there are almost no reference

speech, then the simpler system function gets worse than the complicated system. The rea-

son is simple. We suspect that the values of parameters preferable to the complicated case

causes this contradiction. The length of the filter estimate is 1024 in both cases, which does

harm to the simple case, whereas it is the right choice in the complicated case. Since the

estimate is truncated beyond the first 1024 points, it produces non zero values from the 33

th point to the 1024 th point in the filter estimate of the 32 point delayed delta function. It

causes undesirable circular aliasing effect in the output. This circular aliasing effect

appears clearly when the reference speech does not exist. If the M were chosen to be

approximately 32, then this effect would disappear for the 32 point delta function case.

The informal subjective hearing test shows that the first half of the 14 sec speech still

contains the smearing factor of the reference speech, whereas in the latter half latter half

of the 14 sec, the smearing speech fades down to almost zero, leaving only quantization

error. Although the noise reduction curve shows that most of improvement has been

achieved before 10 frames, the smeared speech does not fade down until around frame
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number 35. The first thing we should remind ourselves of is that the level of the speech

signal in the hearing test is a relative parameter, thus how it sounds may vary with the

volume of the audio amplifier playing back the output speech. Since the test 1 does not

have the newsman's voice, the only way to evaluate the performance of the algorithm in

the subjective listening test, is to listen to the primary speech and the output speech with

the same volume on the audio amplifier at the same time. Therefore it is dangerous to

determine the adaptive rate of the algorithm from the hearing test on only the output

speech, since the volume is a parameter in that test. Consequently, we will determine the

adaptive rate based on the noise reduction curve. Although it is hard due to the rapid

fluctuation of the noise reduction, we define it as the elapse time from the beginning to

the point at which the drastic rate of improvement stops. Therefore in this experiment the

rate of adaptation is the duration of 11 frames ( 2.2 sec ). The output of the first 30 frames

(6.1 sec) or so, has some smeared reference speech. Its quality is largely attenuated and

bandpassed by H (k) -H (k). The reverberant effect due to the circular aliasing is not

clearly noticed. According to the results mentioned above, the algorithm works well in

the complicated 1024 point filter case as well as the 32 point delta function case, when the

parameters are chosen properly.

5.5.3. The Synthetic data Test 2

Test 2 includes cases with the newsman's speech present in the primary speech as well

as the filtered version of the reference speech.

The presence of the optimal speech interferes with the correct estimation of the

filter, thus the estimation will not be made as accurately as with no newsman's speech

added (Test 1). The effect of the interference could be studied by changing the ratio of

the newsman's speech to the filtered version of the reference speech in the 1024 point
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room impulse response case. Again the standard values of parameters are chosen as the

same values as in Test 1.

32 point delayed delta function

The simulated primary speech consists of 32 point delayed reference speech added to

the newsman's speech. The ratio of the amplitude of the filtered version of the reference

speech to the newsman's speech is almost 1 : 1. If we call the signal we wish to extract,

namely the optimal speech, the "signal", whereas call the interfering signal, namely the

filtered version of the reference speech, the "noise", then the signal-to-noise ratio is 0 DB

in this example.

In the experiment, the standard values of parameters are chosen, as usual. Again

note that this setting of parameters is not best for the b(n -32), since this trial is made to

compare with the 1024 point actual room impulse response case. The setting of parameters

is chosen to be best for the 1024 point actual room impulse response.

Fig 5.13 shows the filter deviation y, the noise reduction p. The curve of y suggests

that the noise canceler algorithm cannot exactly discriminate the correct innovation infor-

mation for the filter estimate from the component of the interfering speech, because the y

does not monotonously decrease, but fluctuates. However the overall trend of the curve y

appears to be downward, and achieves around - 13 DB filter deviation at the end of the 14

sec speech. The failure of the discrimination is explained by the high variance of the third

term in equation (54.1). The interesting observation about y is that it improves in frames

where only the reference signal is present in the primary. For instance, frame number 1,

21, and 36 have only the reference speech present with no newsman's voice, and these

frames achieve good filter estimates. This sudden improvement is mainly provided by the

fast adaptation rate, the big exponential average coefficient a=025, and so the adaptation
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rate may vary with the value of a.

The noise reduction in Fig 5.13 achieves 20 DB at the end of 14 sec speech, which is

rather worse than the case with the non newsman's speech due to the larger filter estimate

deviation. Note that in speech frames with no reference, the noise reduction shows posi-

tive values instead of negative values. This suggests that in these frames, the noise canceler

cannot remove the noise but instead adds noise. The reason is the same as the previous

section, which is that the parameter setting for M is too big for the 32 point delayed delta

function.

The subjective listening evaluation will be closely related with the signal-to-noise

ratio in the output. In the Fig 5.14, both the signal-to-noise ratio in the primary signal,

which is the input signal before processed, and the noise to the signal ratio in the pro-

cessed output are plotted.

When there is no reference speech in the primary speech to be removed, such as

frame 5 and 6, both lines are close. Whereas when there is substantial filtered reference

speech in the primary speech, the difference between lines are large. This difference of

both lines corresponds to noise reduction showed in Fig 5.13

The signal-to-noise ratio on the output is around 20 DB at the end of 14 sec speech.

It is not perfect, but is acceptable for the noise canceler. The listening test suggests that,

especially during the latter half of the speech, the interfering speech in the output is

mostly eliminated. The quality of the estimated newscaster's voice is as same as the origi-

nal without apparent artifacts.

A 1024 point actual room Impulse response

The primary speech is simulated by convolving the reference speech with a known

1024 point actual room impulse response and then adding the newsman's speech to the
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reference speech. The 1024 point actual room impulse response is exactly the same as that

in Test 1, the second filter case. (See Fig 5.6 ) The gain of the impulse response is chosen

so that the overall energy of the transfer function will be approximately 1, namely

Sh2() = 1.

Fig 5.15 shows the result in the case where the primary speech has 0 DB signal-to-

noise ratio. Here we call the ratio of the newsman's speech to the filtered reference

speech as the signal-to-noise ratio. The estimated filter does not improve as well as in the

case with no newsman's speech. The existence of the newsman's speech interferes with

the estimation process. The extent to which it interferes depends on how much newsman's

speech is present in the primary, compared with the filtered reference signal.

In this 0 DB signal-to-noise case, the achieved estimated filter deviation is around -10

DB at the end of the 14 sec sample speech. The noise reduction results in around 20 DB.

The signal-to-noise ratio in the output of the noise canceler as well as the signal-to-

noise ratio in the primary speech are plotted in Fig 5.16.

It suggests that 20 DB noise reduction from the 0 DB signal-to-noise ratio primary

speech results in the 20 DB signal-to-noise ratio output speech of the canceler.

Fig 5.17 5.19 shows the deviation of 1(n) and the noise reduction for the cases of -12

DB SNR in the primary speech, and 6 DB SNR in the primary respectively. Also the

corresponding SNR in the output for both different primary SNR cases are shown in Fig

5.18 and Fig 520. In these cases, the SNR was adjusted by changing the gain on the refer-

ence signal x (n), and the amplitude of the newsman's speech. In practice, the higher the

SNR in the primary file, the worse the performance of the canceler becomes. The error of

h (n ) gets larger and the noise reduction becomes smaller. However, the higher the SNR

in the primary speech, the less interfering speech needs to be removed. Thus at high SNR
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in the primary it is not necessary to perform the noise reduction as well as at low SNR in

the primary. This argument explains the result that regardless of the SNR in the primary,

the algorithm achieves around 20 DB SNR in the output.

An informal listening test indicates that artifacts due to processing are not noticeable

in the output. It means that the signal element of newsman's speech in the primary is con-

sidered to be transmitted without any degradation due to the processing. So the quality of

the desired speech is maintained in the output. Thus, the factor which contaminates the

output is merely the remaining reference signal which fails to have been removed from

the primary. The SNR in the output is almost same as in the simple 32 point delayed delta

function case, which suggests that the algorithm is capable of noise cancellation in a wide

range of room type. The listening test also suggest that there is no difference between the

two room filter cases.

5.54. The actual speech data experiment

In the second category, the primary speech is collected in the microphone in a real

room experiment, offering two major trials. One is the case where the primary speech is

comprised of only the transmitted version of the reference speech, but not the newsman's

speech. The other case is that the primary speech is the combination of the transmitted

version of the reference speech and the newsman's speech.

The result is, however, too obscure enough to make any conclusive statements. This

is not because of the lack of capability of the algorithm, but due to some unidentified

problems either in the execution of the program or in recording the speech data. Further

analysis of this case is needed.
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Chapter 6 Summary and Conclusion

The two-channel noise canceler approach to a broadcast room problem leads to a

problem of transfer function estimation with a long impulse response of more than 1000

sample points. Although there are several possible algorithms for solving the transfer

function estimation prcblem, the nature of the long impulse response limits which

methods are practical. Constraints arise mainly from both the computation time and the

need for robust estimation of such a large number of coefficients. The finite impulse

response estimation techniques often fail when identifying more than 1000 taps. Two com-

mon FIR methods are the covariance method and the least mean square (LMS) method.

The covariance method can deal with up to 50 parameters, but has trouble when there are

more than 50 taps, because of the increase of the computation time, and the loss of robust-

ness. The LMS method might cope with the large number of taps1 ( around 1000 ), but in

the circumstance with a heavy disturbance signal ( the newsman's speech signal ), LMS

lacks an efficient method to distinguish the portion of the signal which offers a good esti-

mate with low variance.

The pole-zero model technique is much more questionable, since the fitness of the

model to the room characteristics is not guaranteed.

The spectral analysis estimation technique is promising in the sense that it can deal

with any long transfer function with various types of filter shapes. Apparently, it can cope

with much longer impulse response than the other FIR techniques can handle. Because

speech signals are non-stationary, they are difficult to deal with in comparison with sta-

tionary signals. The least square minimization in the conventional system identification

model is found equivalent to be an approach of Maximum likelihood estimation method
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with the assumption that the desired speech is Gaussian white noise, whereas the reference

speech is a known deterministic signal. This suggests that the conventional minimization

approach does not offer an effective result due to its view of the speech as white noise.

Instead, we proposed the method which assumes that the desired speech is modeled as

Gaussian colored noise with a power spectral density which changes frame by frame. This

offers a better analogy to the non-stationarity of the speech signal.

The implementation is realized by a frame-by-frame process. New information on the

filter is obtained from the current frame observation, then the filter estimate is updated

based on the new information, and then the updated filter is used to restore the current

frame newscaster's speech. The method of updating the filter estimation in the proposed

algorithm is based on the ratio in the primary signal of the signal levels in the reverberant

reference speech signal and the newscaster's speech signal at each individual frequency

point. If at a frequency k, the energy of the pre-estimated newsman's speech seems much

weaker than the reference speech, then the current information about the filter at that fre-

quency is judged reliable. Then that information is used to update the filter estimate. On

the contrary, if the relation in the energy of two speech is reversed, then the current

information is regarded as poor. That information contributes to the updating of the esti-

mate to only a small extent. This procedure is performed at every frequency and the filter

is updated frequency sample by frequency sample.

If the frame length is approximately infinite, smoothing windows are not used, and

the desired speech is not present at all, then the proposed algorithm offers the exact filter

values at the first frame, and cancels the reference speech perfectly, leaving nothing in the

output. If the desired speech is present instead, then the algorithm improves the filter esti-

mate frame by frame. It leads to the true filter and restores the desired speech exactly

when an infinite number of frames are observed. However, in reality, one can not either
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obtain a numerous number of infinitely long observations or , even if one could, comput-

ing with such an enormous length of data is not realistic. In practical implementation with

finite length frames of data, significant problems are: (i) the essential inaccuracy in the

estimation due to the end effect of windowing input data. This inaccuracy is a function of

the filter length and the length of input data read into a buffer for a frame. Even when no

newsman 's speech is present - this is the best situation for the estimation process - the

true filter can never be obtained in the first frame due to this end effect. (ii) The bias

effect of a finite length window on the filter estimate. It causes the filter estimate to be

updated in the slightly wrong direction. The algorithm does not compute the exact values

of the true filter.

Owing to these two major problems, the algorithm shows several distinct types of

behavior. First of all, it presents gradual adaptation to the true filter over time. It never

immediately locks on the true value in the first frame nor converges to the true values at

all. Secondly, this end effect causes circular aliasing in the filter estimate and in the desired

speech estimate. Even though the true filter is M points long, the estimate HI, (k ) is calcu-

lated using N point DFT's, and does not necessarily correspond to the true M point long

sequence. Rather, it gives N non-zero points in the time domain due to the circular alias-

ing. Therefore non-zero data at sample points where values should be exact zeroes cause

echoes of the interfering speech to remain in the output. The truncation of the last N-M

in the hi(n) is expected to limit the effect of echoes. However it does not necessarily

cure the estimated filter of the circular aliasing problem, since truncation causes more win-

dowing effects. Moreover, since the circular aliasing also causes non-zero values at sample

points during the initial delay time. Thus the longer the delay time, the more circular

aliasing is noticed as an echo in the output speech.
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Aims of the experiments with synthetic data are to examine the performance of the

algorithm, and to find out its applicability to the real situation.

According to the empirical results, the end effect of sectioning data into frames pro-

duces a slow improvement of the global measure y. The experimental results show that

the proposed method achieves above 20 DB SNR in the output in the case of the 1024

point time invariant filter case, no matter what SNR is in the primary. The speech with 20

DB SNR is tolerable, although it is not perfect. The 32 point delayed delta function calcu-

lates a similar SNR in the output. This suggests that the algorithm is potentially capable

of estimating the large number of the sample points in the impulse response of the

transfer function, at least 1000 points. The ideal will be applicable to any long transfer

filter, as long as appropriate values of parameters are set accordingly.

The estimated newsman's voice is still slightly degraded by several factors. The first

factor arises from smearing the reference speech in a such way that the remaining refer-

ence speech contains highly reverberated reference speech. The second is, although not

easy to notice, the newsman's voice itself is also influenced by the filter estimation, because

the filter estimation process implicitly makes the filter estimate depend on the primary sig-

nal and thus on the newsman's voice. The first factor is easy to recognize in the noise

reduction curve with different value of the filter length parameter M. For the 32 point

delayed delta function case, the noise reduction with M=32 is much better than that with

M=1024. The second factor is difficult to observe. One way is to compare the newsman's

voice in the primary speech with that in the output. In the experiments done here, the out-

put speech does not seem to have noticeable degradation of the newsman's voice. There-

fore this second factor is assumed to be negligible.

Finally we summarize topics necessary for future work. They are pointed out by stat-
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ing the extent to which the proposed spectral analysis method satisfies the requirements

for the broadcasting room problem mentioned in section 2.1

We already mention the robustness of the algorithm, saying that it achieves above 20

DB SNR in the output. According to Rabiner2 for the white noise case, the noise reduc-

tion p is equal to the filter deviation y, and expressed as the

P I white noise inp w 7 1 'wite noise inp w (6.0-1)[M
=10 logo I + SNRpr (6.02)

where M is the length of the filter, Nea is the total number of sample points used for cal-

culating the filter estimate. In our synthetic experiments, M = 1024.. Since a = 025, and

F = 2048, the total number of different sample points integrated into each filter estimate,

F
Ntotal is to - = 8192. Then p is

P Iwi noise inpug = - 9.0 + SNR~,. ( DB) (6.03)

Therefore if SNR,. = -12, or 0, or 6 DB, the above equation gives p Iwhite noise input =

-21, or -9, or -3 DB. On the other hand, the experimental data show that in our algorithm,

if SNRPd = -12, or 0, or 6 DB, the noise reduction p reaches -30, or -20, or -15 DB

respectively. It means that speech case is much better than white noise case. The reason

is that for the white noise case a disturbance signal ( newscaster's speech ) always exists at

any frequency k with constant energy, whereas for the speech case that disturbance signal

drastically changes its signal level. Thus the instantaneous disturbance SNR at different

frequencies may be much poorer than the overall SNR would indicate, which is much suit-

able to the filter estimation. This comparison of the performance between the synthetic

experiments and the theoretical analysis with white noise, suggests that the algorithm can

successfully deal with the speech case, selecting only the good information to estimate the

filter on the frequency-by-frequency basis. It becomes a fairly robust filter estimate for
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speech. One big question to be answered is why the signal-to-noise ratio in the output

from the algorithm is limited to 20 DB SNRO, no matter what SNRpi is. This would be a

key to improving the performance of the algorithm further.

The second requirement is the efficiency of the computation. Despite using the fast

computational tool of the FFT, large FFT buffers N=8192 were used and about 12 FFT or

inverse FFT operations are required in each frame. Two filtering operations are needed for

i,(n) ans s (n ), two are needed to smooth each of the spectra, &.2 (k ), PI (k), and P, - (k),

and one is needed to truncate the filter estimate. Since a real FFT operation is used, each

N point FFT computation costs 2xN log2N real multiplications. The total amount of com-

putation in each frame is thus about 12x2xN log2N +8 N real multiplications. Since

N=8192, it turns out to be 12x2x8192xdog 28192+8x8192 320x8192 2.6 million real multi-

plications. Each frame produces F = 2048 points, then the computational cost is about 13

K multiplications per point. For comparison, let us calculate the computational cost in the

auto correlation method, using the Levinson's recursion. The calculation of the correla-

tions using L data points costs 4x2x(2xL log22L )+2(2L) real multiplications. The

Levinson's recursion for computing the M filter coefficients requires 22 multiplications.

The overlap-save method for filtering operation requires 3x2x(L +M )log 2(L +M )+(L +M ).

When L=4096 and M=1024, then one frame computation amounts to 33 million multipli-

cations. If the frame shift F=4096, it leads to 0.75 K multiplications per point. Conse-

quently, our algorithm is more expensive than the auto correlation method. It suggests that

the implementation of the algorithm still encounters computational difficulties. To reduce

such expensive computation, one way is to calculate the smoothing of spectra by directly

convolving the spectrum with a short smoothing sequence in the frequency domain.

The third point is the adaptability. The adaptive behavior of the filter estimate for
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the true time-invariant filter from the initial state of zero is examined in terms of y in the

case with no disturbance signal ( newscaster's speech ). The -y in the synthetic experiments

for the case with no disturbance signal shows the slow but monotonic adaptive behavior of

the filter estimate. For the case with newsman's speech, then the y fluctuates locally, how-

ever the overall trend goes downward. We did not examine a time-variant room reverbera-

tion case with synthetic speech data. Further work should be done to study the adaptabil-

ity of the algorithm with a time-variant filter.

Finally experiments using recorded speech data in an actual room fails. This case

should be examined further to see what caused the problem.
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